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'GEORGE HART tRECEIVES STATE1 AWARD
•
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Named "Distinguished Farm
Banker" By State Collegues

FBI.
agents
e..
o
"intenaleo
investigate.
Cee
in an effort!
to apprener.
young
masked bandi.
4 eiobbee th'
;From
George Hart, president of the suffered three continuous years of
local bank of
Al yesterday,'
Bank of Murray and mayor of the drouth, the plots, located on major
dropped some of
loot in the
city since 193S, brought another highways, have neverthelessserved
street and fled in a late model ear.
By ('HARI.ES CI:HAMMY
We were in Memphis over the
honor to his home town today. In as a challenge to the entire fannRoadblocks set up to stop the United Press S)a* Correspondent
pest weekend and sae' several sgetway
e brief ceremony following the ing community.
ear, described as a sedan,
WASHINGTON
--The Army
Murray folks.
The Bank of Murray has also
meeting of the Rotary Club this
four-door, light grey body with is going to transfer thousands of
---'noon, Mr. Hart was hailed by shown great interest in soil testeither dark grey or dark blue top, GI's (rem desks and training units
e
Ralph Cox, managing editor of ing, with Mr. Hart and Mr. BrownWe saw Dan Shipley ow at the hied not spotted the car, leading in the next two years to give the
the Mid-Continent Banleseas Ken- field throwing their full support
fair. He was helping the rentuckY frOlice to believe the bandits still nation five new combat divisions
tucky's "Distinguished Farm Book- behind the county soil testin4
despite sharp manpower cuts.
delegation of FFA boys. He also :ire In this area.
laboratory.
Fvewitnees
accounts
Army
bank
by
Secretary
Robert
T.
StevIt'd a champion Jersey Caw around
The people of Murray may not
This is the third year that Spenens announced the decision at a
employes
have
conflicting.
been
the rodeo ring.
cer Chemical Company, Kansas think of George Hart first as a
• Three men entered the bank at news conference late Wednesday.
City, Mo., has sponsored state-wide banker. To them, he is the man
I p.m. One of them stood near the He said it is tailored to fit "condiRan into Mrs. Joe Parker on the
elections for the banker who has who has served as their mayor
door, apparently a lookout. Are tions short of general war" and
street.
done the most to improve agri- Since 1938, elected five times and
other walked to the rear of the "current strength and budget. limi----culture in his community. Ballots with opposition only one year.
bank and Calked with assistans tations." '
Welker,
Tommy
sonWe also sase
In his period as Mayor, Mr. Hart
were cast by managing bank ofcashier Roy Brent, apparently to
He also announced a major shift
in law. of Ronald Church:11, at the
ficers throughout Kentucky. Thus, has seen the city grow from 3.500
In the rotation system for over
distract Brent.
fair.
Mr. Hart was the selection of his to 8,000. He has seen a 5300,000
The third robber asked booe- seas troops to create more esprit
expansion in the city water and
fellow -bankers.
keeper Scotty Louden to change a de corps, spur reenlistments and
sewer system and the acquistioa of
Timmy is assistant couety agent $5 bill in nickels. As Miss Louden boost combat
effectiveness.
As managing officer of the Bank
of Shelby County, Teneessee
a city-owned electric plant. And
reached for the nickels he srabbed
Starting next surnmer. the Army
of Marray since its organizatioiy
progress is continuing. He is spend--her arm, jumped over the low will rotate men overseas on a diin 1933 and president since last
Pictured above are George Hart, president of the Bank of Murray, with C.
ing many of his leisure hours now
Getting reservations Saturday night counter and scooped $1.700 from vision and unit basis rather
year, Mr. Hart has made a number
than
trying to bring natural eas to
was an impossibility, but we man- a cash drawer.
0. Bondurant of the University of Kentucky Extension Service and Ray Brownas individual replacements. Each
of outstanding contributionr to the
'Murray, as a fuel for both Indusaged it with the held of Jim
division will serve 33 months overMost In 510 Bills
field, Farm Representative of the Ban k.
agriculture of Calloway County. .
grial and domestic use.
Majors down at Murray Wholesale
The men dropped two $20 bills seas and 31 months in this counRalph Cox, inInaging editor of
Mr. Hart works closely with these two men in his transactions with farmers
But perhaps "the greatest thrill
Company.
on the street as they jumped into try. Draftees will be trained at
the
Mid-Continent Banker, St. in George Hart's life came in 1144.9.
of the area.
their car. The FBI said the loot home but spend 17 of their 24
Louis, made this statement in his
(Continued on page 21
Be bed an extra room which we included. $1.000 in $10 bills. 5100 months in overseas service.
presentatfbn
remarks: "Farrnere
gledly took, but we woreet able to $5 bills. $300 in $1 bills and a
Nine Divisions Overeats
need
new crops. George
Hart
to swing tickets for either of the few $20 bills The car was headed
Gen. Mathew B. Ridgway. Army
seved them by looking into the
-two big games Saturday.
north when it left Campbellsburg. chief of staff who took part in
prospects for livestock, dairy catThe bandits were described :4 Stevens' news conference, sad the
tle and popcorn in his county
The Cemmeeetal Appea' had as ,between 25 and 35 years old. One Army will 'continue to have nine
Farmers need new markets. The
their guests editors and publish- wore a yellow polo shirt with divrsions assigned overseas. SS far
distinguished farm banker was
ers from all over the M d South.
brown pants: Another wore a :lark ahead as he can see. This will
(instrumental in bringins, a live---- blue suit and a hat. They were !include five divisions in Europe,
stock market, and expanded dairy
It was geed to talk with the between 5' 10 and 6 feet tall and three in the Far East and one irs
industry arid processors of popcorn
other newspaper people f. em Teo- weighed
between 175 and
I85 Hawaii.
to Murray. And farmers need
The Army intends to build AO
pounds each. They are white men.
nessee, Arkansas. and Misiesippi.
higher soil fertility. Mr. Hart deThe car bore agnestusdayte • deed.
dieted& from 15 to
sqpnetrated the InvortenFe
,,t two years. But both StevOne ef them told us tha• we must er's license plate X1281 CampbellsJames OuWnd. son of Mr: an'
dern Management with- lend
stdeco
rehave a good staff to be able ois burg is in Henry County, 45 miles ens and Rielsway cenceded the diclamation
projects designed
to Mrs. Elrnus Outland, was awarded
visions will fall somewhat short of
leave a daily paper for two days. east of Louisville.
show that even the poorest soil first prize for his Master l'armer
the present authorized strength of
We told him we sure did.
can be made productive through, Exhibit at the Mid-Seuth Fait
17,500 men.
the efficient use of modern fertilizer."
We saw more in two days than
Stevens said the new division
Strictly
seen in a long
Fenn service is a teamwork
goal will be achieved by converta country boy in town.
operation at the Bank of Murray,
ing five training division.; cite(
--with busy George Hart looking
combat outfits. The manpower wilt
Trip Included an air thew and a
to Ray Brownfield - to carry out
be
supplied,
he
said,
by
transfer...
-- day at the Mid-South fair.
his ambitious program. Bros( nMg soldiers from non -combat to
Kuhn's 5 10 and 25 cent store
field is one of the pioneers in
combat assignments and increase
will
open
the
celebration
o:
the
the
to
- first trip
This was our
the new banking field of farm aid.
efficiency ta reduce the numbci
company's
anniversary
with
41st
fair and it was worth every minleseotomed the Bank of Murray in
a birthday sale beginning this non-combat jobs.
ute of it.
Selilember of 1948 and has been
Dropping To 1:173.4111111
morning.
one of the mainstays of the CalThe Army, which began the curthe
of
manager
Metzger.
W.
We ph lard up the follovOng. from
loway County Agricultural CounMuriystore said today that there rent fiscal year with 1409.500 Men,
the NCesSt. L Bulletin.
cil ever since. The Council has
as
scheduled
under
present
ohms
are malty good bargains for Tall
•
promoted such handling and artishopper, available at the sale. to be down *to 1,173.00l by next
ficial insemination for dairy herds.
July
I
when
the
new fiscal yea;
A Little Rey's Essay on Anaaerray. There will be free baloons for the
Mr. Hart and Ray Brownfield are shown with Burgess Parker, owner of the
Meanwhile, Brownfield has beep
glasses starts. More reductions are also
and measuring
Your head is kind ()if eared children
in great demand as a speaks.- on
Parker
Pop
Corn
Company
expected after that.
of Murray. Popcorn has grown to become one of
and hard, and your b -eins are for the adults.
farming subjects and as master of
The Kuhn Company is makinz
the money crops of farmers of Callow ay County.
in it and your hair on it. Your
ceremonies for FFA and 4-Fl IlseStevens said that by next June
fate is the front of y air head their birthday sale an annual 30 about 60
stock shows.
per cent of the Am.y ?—
where you eat and make faces. events that offers a wide variety will be in the operating-or-fieldIt was fully ten years aim that
v).
Your nesk is what keeps your of merchandise
George Hart s.:iv.• the need of a
forces. He said this will he an
for
continue
three
will
The
sale
head out of your collar. It's hard
livestock
market
for
Murray.
increase of about 10 per cent since
James Outland
to keep clean. NO ur shoulders are weeks. Kuhn's will have an ad- June, 1953. when the Army
Without a ready and convenient
began
Ledger
vertisement
daily
the
in
sort of shelve where you honk
market.
he
reasoned,
the
dairy
Its drive to get rid of "chair
in Memphis. Tennessee on Septem.
By UNITED PRESS
and Time. next . week and will
your suspenders on them
and beef industries in Callowey ber 25
jockeys"
A cold wave from Canada colYour stunimick is samething also have another the following
County
could
not prosper. A. W.
Young Outland is a member of
By D014ALD J. GONZALES
additemal
offering
Turning to the new rotatian lided with muggy, warm air c ver
that if you do not eat often We diresdey,
United Press Staff Coriespondent Simmons of nearby Hazel seemed the Murray Training E.T.A. and
saving plan. Stevens said it will enable the Central Plains today to set off
at • money
enough it hurts. and .spinach don't merchandise
WASHINGTON 18 - Mrs Fen to be the logical manager for such is the State Association's Vicecareer soldiers to count on per- a squall line of rain, twisters and
help none Your spine is a long prices.
Glaser Wallach, foster daughter of -a market, so Mr. Hart went out President.
vicious
windstorms.
manent
stations
in
the United,
among his friends and neighboss
bone in your back that keeps
Outland was selected to repreNoel and Herta Field asd wife of
At least six tornadoes were
States once they have completed
y its from folding up. Your back
arid got 50 men to indorse a $10.- sent the Kentucky Association of
• SEE BOOKMOBILE
an
American,
has
written
ten
.reltheir regular overseas tour of duty. sighted in Texas and Oklahoma
000 note for the necessary land and suture Farmers because of his
you no matter
Is plways behind
See canoway Courit)'s lieW hook
etives two letters from a Soviet
The ,doctor can tell whether or
. Wednesday night end savage winds
building, a 0200 guarantee for each outstanding farming prograni, his
how quick yi‘i turn around. Your nierbIle Saturday bete rein 9 'am. The aim is to make the Army
prison
camp
at
Vorkuta
in
Russian
caused at least $100000 damage in not you have tuberculosis by xof the citizens in solved. None of leadership ability, and his fine
arms you got to have to pitch and 4 p.m. on the Murray Court more attractive as a career.
Siberia
near
the
Asetic
Circle,
it
Oklahoma City, Okla., alone. .kthe indorsers was ever called upon. cooperative spirit. He was its coinwith and so you can reach the Square
rays and other tests. A chest x-ray was learned today.
nother twister was reported near
On the basis of the "yardage", petition with the outstanding Fubutter.
Adult, may cheek hooks out for
usually will reveal ntherculosis
Plymouth. Ind.
Your fingers stick out of your two o reit. Children vi Ill he serThe letters were receiaed by her 3 cents ten' each hog end sheep ture Farmers from Tennessee, MisHeavy hail and gusts up to 70 befoee a person feels L' It is a husband and
hand me yoa can throw a curve viced at their schools within the
two children. here in handled. 10 • cents for each cow, souri. Arknsas, and Mississippi.
Murray
miles per hour raked St. Jneerh. reliable aid In the diseevery of
and add up rithamatick. Your next two weeks.
The exhibit told in a very colorthe Washington aree. She also has the note was paid off in theee and
Mo, as rain and thunderstornis
a half years and the deed was hand- ful and attractive way the 'many
len is .what if you heyn not got
Wednesday's complete record fol- were reported from tha western early tuberculosis. The purpose, of sent word • through eve former ed to Mr. Simmons. Ever
since, things Outland had accomplished
two of you cannot get to first
the chest x-ray is to discover women prisoners releases from the
lows:
Great Lakes to Texas.
base Your feet are whet, you run
wether or not the germs are same camp that she is being .held the market has been one of Mur- an vocaticnal agriculture the past
The cold front dropped temperray's most flourishing enterprises. lour years. The exhibit will be on
on, arid your toes are what &lCensus
any harm to the lungs Fur- on spy charges. Officials and relaatures as much as 37 degrses as doing
Calloway County is years ahead display in the Agriculture budaser, get stubbsci. And that's
Adult Beds
60
ther examinat:an by other methods tives, who prefer to remain anonyIt pressed southward. Snow fell in
as a dairy area. too, by virtue of mg at the Mid-South Fair until
all 'there is of you except what's
Einergency Reds
19
is necessary before a defirite diag- mous, called these chareas against
its wake in Montana, Idaho and.
Mr. Harts _vision. His safe, con- Sunday, October 3. Outlan.'t will
inside, and I never saw it:
Patients Admitted
nosis of tuberculosos can be made. her "ridiculous."
Wyoming.
venient method for financing herd receive $150 for the exhibit.
-Author Unknown
Patients bischarged
x-rey
At
group
the
a
present
Meanwhile a tropical hurricane
Acting• on Mrs. Wallech's fint expansion is di model for other
------New Citizens
gathered strength in the Paeirie survey is being carried en here letter in March. the State Depart- banks. It works like this: A farmamong
Calloway
County
the
s.
Patients admitted from Monday about 125 miles west of Acapulcn. in
er
who has two cows hnd wants
ment sent a note to RU5ri3 asking
adult population 3 yea:4 ef age
4:00
to Wednesday 12-00 Noon, Mexico. The storm was leaned
for further information regarding to buy four, mortgages the herd
northwest and thus posed little and over.
her welfare. This note-never pub- to George Hart's bank
then it
Mr.
William Morris
Whitley. threat to the California coast. hot
Dont miss this opportemsty to licised before-was delivered to is arranged that the dairy ehich
Calvert City; Mrs Lola Mary Wal- the US. Weathee Bureau warned,
Southwest Kentucky -- Mostly
the Soviet Foreign Office in mid- buys the farmer's milk will hold
lace, 102 W. 10th. St., Benton: Mrs. 'that 80-mile-per-hour winds were have your lungs eneckest
A. J. --Bete Morene, husband
cloudy. warrn and humid, with
April by the Americar Embassy out half of the man's monthly
Charles Hale, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. stirring...up heavy squalls and hgh
Ladies from the Lynn Grov$ in Moscow. So far . the
Russians milk check to pay off the note. of Erin L. Morene, daughter of
A. Hugh Clark. Baytown, Texas, showers and scattered thunder- Wilber Allen and baby girl. Model.
PTA who registered people fo- haven't replied. .
Sc tss.
Payments on this basis now run Rev., and Mrs. A. Wells Lassiter
who has served in the capacity storms this afternoon tonight and Tenn
Mrs. Bud l Stroud. 701 \V
x-rays at the trader 3 esterday
passed away last Saturday.
$2500 a month.
of minister for many of thee lar- tomorrow. High today 85. .Low Main St., Murray • Mrs. Bernard
This new disclosure in the myswere: Ms's. Marvin Perks. Mrs.
According to a letter from Reaa
Perhaps the project of the Bank
gest conereetations
among
the tonight 70. Tigh tomosrow near Higgins and baby girl, 130.5 Wells
comaiscrioh
Crawford McNeely, Mrs. Edwin terious case of the Field family of Murray which has been most Lassiter Mr. Morene was buried
churches of Christ, and was as- 80.
Blvd. Murray; Mr. Robert Hooks.
Warren, Mrs Bryah Muedock, Mrs. followed statements by Josef Swil satisfying to Mr. Hart and Mr. with full military honors. Ile had
soicated with Bible Department
:olden Pond. Mrs Huth Farris,
The office of Dr. Charles Clark, Myrtle Workman. Mrs. Jane Key. :Mo. former Polish Police official. Brownfield is the development of been a polio patient for five yeare
High Yesterday
of AbileneChristian College, Abi87
Rt. 4. Murray; 'Mrs. Willie Wells, 105 North 4th. erect, will he Mrs. Dorothy Erwin,
reclamation projects. The and lived at 14 Ring Lane, LevitMrs Virginia late Wednesday that he believes land
Low Last Night
lene. Texas, for years. will deliver
69
103 Ne. 6th, St., Murray; Mrs. closed eiech Thursday beginning Scott, Mrs.
Addle Scott, and Mrs. Noel asarl Herta Field died in a bank picked the "worst two 20- town. New York.
z series of gospel messages at the
Jack Wynn, Rt. 1, Benton; Mr October 7. Dr. Clark's office has
Hungarian
jail.
They
disappeared acre plots in the county." and then
Zara Simms.
Seventh and Poplar Church of Savannah
355 1 Fluct.
Oscar A. Ross, Rt. 2. Murray; Miss been closed 'teach Wednesday in
behind the. Iron Curtain in 1949 in a giant field day some five
BULLETIN
Christ, besinning Sunday, October Per ryville
Steady Patsy Ann Stone, 907 Vin_i St. the past.
THE X-RAY TRAILER WILL Swialto, Al quit the Red; last De- years ago. let
the implement deal5. and will continue through the Jehnsonville .
5334 Fill (/.1 Murray; Mrs. Euin Evans and
BE
OPEN
THIS
SATURDAY
OCT- cember, visited them in their jail ers, fertilizer men and seed people
An advertisement in yesterday's
NEW YORK IP - 'the New
evening of October 10, wee ser- Scott-Fitzhugh ..
355.8 Fall 02 l'aby girl. Rt. 3. Murray; Mrs. resew of
the Ledger and Times OBER SECOND IN ADDITION cell five years ago. He told a pews show what could be done through York Giants defeated the Clio evices at 7:30 o'clock.
Eggner's Ferry _
35i 7 Fall VI Henry Newport. et I. Puryeer, confused the
two days. The office TO THE REGULAR WEEKI.Y conference that Herta "looked half- modern methods. Although the re- land litclistis 3-1 today for their
The Public is cordially invited Kentuckh H. W.
351.9 Fall 0.1 Dein.: Mrs. Alonzo, Forrest, Rt 6, will - be closed
skeleton" and Noel "had lost much sults would have been even more second straight victory in the
each Thursday be- DAYS. 9 AM - 12 and 1 PM
to attend.
Kentucky T. W.
.„.
302 0 Fluct. Murray.
ginning October 7.
PM,
weight."
spectacular if the county had not World Series.
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Murray High School this morning to replace an antiquated portable system that has been in use for some
time. The new system was made possible by the Parent
Teacher Association of the school.
Kansas City. Mo. Sept. 30 (UP) President Truman
is About to end a whirlwind tour of Jus old stamping
grottnds in Missouri. a tour that has had in the earmarks
or a campaign prelude/.
St. Louis Sept. 29 (UP) The main post office was jamMed here today with .blIseball fans mailing orders for
World Series tickets to the St. Louis Cardinals office.
. October 9 through 15 marks the annual observation
of Fire Prevention Week. Every year at this time attention is called to the heavy loss of life and property
tiy fire, and methods of preventing such tragedies are
stressed.
pos foods sale to raise money for the maintenance o
ttie women's lest room at the court -house. was planned
at. the Homemakers Advisory Council meeting on Wedritsclay, September 28.
The first killing frost of the season was very mud, in
eVfidence this morning here. Reports say that

t} ground

Hal T tten. president of the
Class B Three Eye Le“..nie. szA
the comm:ttee had corcpUted the
draft an the plan and plazed it
an the agenda for S.- a muter
league meetings.
"Tt is not
subsidy" he said.
-It simply is a standerce;:ed plan
whereby the nviicrs wi:i establish
new working agreements in minor
league cities and
exchange for
the training ind devc! pment of
their playels will nelp t.lie care
of the expens..s. •
RELICS OF LOST INDIAN
MBE FOUND IM CALIF.

CHICAGO
Weeet eIght
JO -Andrews' was exec.:ex! today
to lose no time in seeking a big
payday bout with Carmen Basilio
While his explosive kayo of Gil
Tumor temained fresh j' .the fight
mob's mernory.
Andrews. a Superior. Mnic.. resident. catapulted himself near tha
crest of the I47-pound rankins
Wednesday night when he, bounded across the' ring at the third
round bell and belted Turner as
he left his carrier.
The dusky Philadelphian
down like a ton of bricks from
a cm suing right hand and remained ir
miles.; as ref ree Al
Sikora count-d.
It w .s n- arty two minetes before
Turner came to md lea i.ed that
his proposed tight with B..silio on
Oct. 15 was off.
The kayo meant an automatic
suspensnin from ring .ctivity for
30 days under Illinois Athletic
Commission rules.
„It was only :h.. F-urth Icno-koet
for Ardrews. 'n 40 pr.+ ;;Ids, and
th"
7•••••••, r
hekrarked rill in :41 brt•.te
Nine: was rated third 'amone
the 147 poe.iders erinnair"ct to sixth -fcr And -ews.

Fent

found
80 graves which were excavated, the California scientsta
established 'that the Indians belonged to the Wintu tribe They
lived in the area from around the
end of the 16th century until about
1935. Why they left then, no one

RFDBANK
Calif -dB -Ar:•haeologists filen the University ef
California recently unce,ver.1 the
relies of a "ken tribe" ,s( Indians
who' lived along the upper Saera-1 really knows. The scientists
said
mento River for two cereurie: and I
then vanished without a •clue.
that only a few members, of the
From

THU
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nac
tigin
earagle- re:
li
cF
t itdiiodn

sfully for Clerk of the Cironit
As everyone in Mturay knOY.s.
rot reach his Court. In 1927 he was reelected,
eorge Hart
'Mrs. Hart, who was Miss Lochic
• • bank president's -chair in the conand looked forward to a long poli- ,Brhach, the
talented former
'vernier:al way. rising frum book- tical career. In
1933, however, a 'rattan of figurray High School and
keeper to teller to cashier. Born bank
Continued From Pali
One
reorganization was under a graduate (with a Waters DeThat e
:
is thyeer he .served as n -a Calloway County farm in way in Murray, and the late
W. S. I tree
in education) of
Murray
president of the Kentucky %tinkers !Ka, lie attended rural schools Swann, head of the
controlling 'State Collese, is as Active as her
Assoication. Sienificantly. he yarn- and then Western Kentucky Nor- stockholders'
group
approached 'husband, For three years during
ed his post because of his interest I mal School at Bowling Green, Mr. Hart to become
cashier and the war, she edited this newsin farm banking. At a 19-17 meet- where he spent two years. How- managing officer of the
new in- paper, and she now servos as the
ing of the KBA, Mr. Hart was ever, he was forced to go to work stitution. "Why, Mr. Swarm,"
said, district manager of the World.
asked to speak about his exper- before he could finish. In 1911, he George Hart, "1 know nothing
Book in a buatra area around Murience with GI loans, which were started teaching the eight gractee. whatever about banking. I
would- ray.
'then
sidestepped by
Kentucky ef a rural school. ("Wonderful 11,3 .be interested at all." Fortunate-.
Lochie Way Hart, now Mrs. Gene
baRks because of their compara- training.- says "Mr. Hart, "if you ly, Mr. Swann was not the kind
of Landolt of Ft. Sill 0::la., is the
tively low interest rate. He point- can get an idea across to a second - man to take "nu" for an
answer,. -Hart's only child. She was gradoied out that the Bank of Murray grader, you should be able to do and on January 11. 1933 the
erew ted from Stephens college and
was then caroing
woith pretty well with grown men.")
cashier stepped into his jot).
then entered the Jouznalisin SchoHis teaching was interruptetl,
of these loans, more than any bank
ol of .he Cniversity of Missouri.
in the state outside of Louisville. however. by World War I. He enAfter 10 yeais, he was elected
The :peech made such an Mtge:sly iisted anti served two years with executive vice-president. Last year, tioctue lay had announced the
initention Of "winning her Li. A.
sion that, at the 'next -meeting of the- Army, spending his entire he'bfcame preSident And kthii man
the group, he was made vice•pre- military career at Camp 'Zachary who knew nothing about banking' and Mrs. degrees" in the same
year, but romance in the toym of
sident. Succession to the presiden• Taylor. Louisville, and emerging did pretty well. During the 21 -year
Gene Landon, star M.U. baske.cy followed automatically the,next as a Battalion Sergeant Major.
period, resources of the Bang of
ball play er, caught up with her and
Out of the Army in 19t9.
year.
Murray have risen from 000,000
the couple was married in June.
Hart
went
back
to
school teaching,1 to $9,400,000, with deposits climbAs president of the KBA, Mr
Hart traveled to every noog end but he quickly became interested.ing from around $500,000 to $3,cranny of the state, instituting a in politics. In 1921 he ran succor- I 750.000.
program which
farm
achieved
WILL PAY

bo7ses, tools and .ewelry old tribe are alive today.

was white in many places.

ROCKY HELPING *FIRE FIGHTERS

i

•

$750,000

THIS WEEK

HAMBURGERS

Heavy Hens
13c
Leghorn&
10c
Cocks
8c
Prices subject to change without
notice.
Hides and Hams

ARE

NOT HAMBURGERS

HAMBURG, Germany
ills Don't evei ask for a hamburger in
Hambargh. Just ask for "klops" or
"hackstealc."
There is no explanation why the
delicious patties of ground meat in
buns are called "hamburgers." A
Hamburger is a residert of this
city and is known as such for the
nitie reason that Pittsberghers are
•- lied Petsburghers.
lune say ovYr-seas visitors w:io
land..6 in Ste ven or Hamburg
saw ;he German -...hopped meat f-‘r
the first time 'ii these cities. But
that does not expla, n why they
aren't called "Bremenbui curs" too.
Hamburg. rs - the People of
Hamburg that it-long ago took
revenge onj
i America
cart fir confusing the is e. Just walk into a
Hamburg
kery and ask far an
"Amerikance" ,
The baker will ask nc questions
and give you as marry -Anierikanels" as you demand. They are
light. white-yellow round rookie
eciated with cnocelate er vanilla
icing and se14,Ivi ss1lleittt four cent!
osecis - • •

Kelley's Produce
tooth 13th St.
Phone 4"
Residence Phone

•

Ready Mixed-

Thinj
round
Most
we jus
lazily i
tobacco
gent (it
on the
Mr. .
went I
and M.
several
Mr.
ret u rne
with th

UK

Concrete
WHEN TIMF
IS MONEY
SAVE P.OTH 1

Mrs. Roberts. accompanied by Rev. Setter (left) and attorney
Basting*, leases Towson police station after husband's surrender.
BALTIMORE ATTORNEY James T. Roberts, father of the victim, te
named in an indictment charging murder of his 7-year-o' daughter Judith Ann in Miami. Fla. The child's nearly nude body was
found July 7, two days after the Roberts family arrived on • vacation. She had been spirited out of the hec.e of her grendfather
(Iatersaattoisa)
ard strangled with strips from her nightgo,n.

A great Kentuckian s
lays it_on the line!

We
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On a
is tun
ready
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first at
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LOOK! LOOK!

Disaster Cities

TONIGHT
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r
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Major Leagues
I Al Andrews Will
Face Many Troubles Seek Bout With
Carmen Basilio

11111 KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO., 13011
Monroe, bderrephis, Tenn 250 Pa.k Ave. New York, 307 N. Michigan
NEW YORK 414 map,:
itivIL, Chicago, SO Bolystoa St.. Boston.
league. faced with a 30 million
dollar law stet -ild other troubles,
RATES: By carrier in Murray, per week 15c, pel - vere prepared .oday
to offer, minor
inowth 1115.: In Calloway and adjoiling counties, per year. 5.150 else- league
baseball financial salvation
where, $3.50
through controlled work.'..g agreeWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters ter_ tne Editor meats.
Cenunissionet Ford Frick. workOf Public Voice :terns wh,ch in our opinion ALM not tor the beat
ing through his special c.enmittee
latienset ad our reader*.
of nine which h.. appole:d himself last winter, will effer the plan
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1954
to the minors at their am.uai ..mat Houston:. Tex.. next -DeLeder and Times File
cember. They are almost certain
to accept it.
September 30, 1949
Minor league presidents. major
leaRtle •farm directors and minor
league boas Geodg: Traucran have
A new public address system was installed in the been in on the diseussnns which
have been going c n for about t'we

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

We've gut the raw-power ant
equipment to supply mixed -tospecification concrete right to
j our job save time, money.

Murray Ready-Mix
Company
Phone 1226
•

f

ASA
smo
Mon
Mak
and
the

all.BEN W. BARKLEY
ON STATION WNBS
AT 8:00 8:30 p.m. C.S.T.

NOTICE
-)
•
NEAVYWIR0011 CHAMP Rocky Marciarto (front) sits in helicorter
volun
with Hugh P.anadell in CreAline, raliT, %%bete he went to
training in sits
teer help in fighting forest fees. Rocky has been
(1.1ler.r.fliou1l
f
R.-ilia/dm°.

Thoroughbred Grill
will be closed from
Thursday until Tuesday

MAP LOCATES Hakodate and
anai, i-o.o disaster scenes in
the typhoon which lashed
Japlen. A big ferry capsized in
Hakodate harbor, with moro
than a thousand persons
••
-and lwanai, a city of 2.
was reported four-fAtis burned
out, The typhoon struck Kyushu. southernmost Japanese island, veered eastward to touch
Tokyo, then struck west into
tne Japan see It swerved east
• again with 100-mph winds to
strike northern Honshu and
Hokkaido, where damage is
said to be the most severe.

Slain Baby Sitter

JUST MONKEYING AROUND
•
PRESI
Leon
off ot
was i

Reopen Tuesday Morning

4011111.01

under new management

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'Clock
September 28, 1951
I OTAL HEAD 1123
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher
Baby Beeves

18.00-21.00
Cattle

15.00-17.50
15.00-18.00

Fat Cows, Beef Type

9.00-11.00

Bulls
Canners and Cutters
EALS —

7.25-14.50
3.00- 8.50

Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veal&

Throwouts
110GS —
s0 to 250

.-„

v.,
.o,,c,

20.60
19.60
17.00

7.00-13.75
NANCY AND NANETTE, 8-month-old chtmpanzeeb, monkey around
a bit at NC -A, York a hilewild airport after being flown from Iberia. They are pets of John Larson, Hinehan.,
thon 4.11 1.r a recent AfrIc,,n tr'"t

pounds

Apitzignekl, Mealy
.••• • crazed kmf•r in the slay.
tog ne Lynn .5 'III a,nith. 14
latiever, and Ste;-hen
hart 4. for %nom she was baby
sitting. Each et,flm surface]
"abratt 70' stab •-,P.Anda tn the
tack. C....donee showed '..enn
nettled (...."•••telv scierst the
ci Mfr..tOn.,i)

Mom's the word for -purse-string-holder- in
Many families. Skillfully, she buys what's
needed. -Carefully she budgets. Prudently she
makes sure there's -soitiething left over- every
week to put aside for the family's financial future. No matter who holds the purse strings in
YOUR ramily.
... the important, purposeful
thing is to save 1,11 a regular weekly schedule
. in a savings account at this Bank.

BANK OF MURRAY
-- 2

-MEMBER
INTEREST ON AI L

•
SaVINc,S ACCOUNTS

•
•

•

coeY F/IDEP -coPY F4PFP

•

ea

6. •

•
THE LEDGER AND TIMES, 31TJRIZAY, KENTUCKY
about stopping of4
Honsit was a grater privtrim
I")
and Formosa as I would at inside and talk with Mr. stewai • -
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Down Concord
Way
We are reminded this morning
of the poem..,By all earths lovely
tokens, September's heze again."
On a hill we see a sumach bu3h
is turning red, and we have already seen Kentucky's rawer, the
golden rod, blooming on the road
sides.
It's great to be alive and well
on such crisp. cool mornings, tho
we can hardly recapture the exhillarating expectance of younger
days when we scuffed the falling
leaves on the path to school those
first autumn days of earlier years.
I cut out and saved the
article
the editor published laat week
about the educated man. We have
known a few unlettered but educated men according ti Socrates
description.

at
•

Things are very unchanging
around here.
Most of the tobacco is cut
and
we Just love to see the
amok,
lazily drifting out of a near
by
tobacco barn and smell the pungent (icior as it is brought to
us
on the breeze.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Allbritten
went back to Detroit with Mr
and Mix. Noble Lovins to spend
several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramond Fielder
returned from several weeks visit
with their son and family Mr. and

Mrs. Robert Fielder,' who spent lantly
Labor Day weekend in Calloway. Kong
Mrs. Ramond Fielder has been Hamlin or Pottertown, but his mother,
a blind. helpless invalid
ordered to rest in bed a few days whereabouts keep us vitt.!ly inter- of
,
106 yea:s. whose hearing and
is she suffers from a nervous ested 'in far off typhoons and memory
are keensr than mine.
stomach disorder.
earthquakes.
CHATTERBOX
We are An sorry to hear that
Mr. and Mrs. Nolly Chiasman
Cordie Rushing is- again unable
to attend church servit.es at Pop- have moved to the Tom Nonee
lar Springs Church, where he is house in Concord. Mrs. Ben Dunn
so essential, and where he and his and son have moved in with Mrs.
family have been so influential in T. MeCuiston.
the uphuilding of this now progMr. and Mrs. Lynn Fereuson hay
Following is the schedule sot
ressive church.
moved ba_k to their farm.
lip for the x-ray trailer. Reiddentf
New pews and a newly varnished
ase uried to remember that they
hardwood floor will soon,complete
Mr. and Mrs. "Done" Yarbrough can
receive a free chest x-ray on
the entire renovation of this chur- from Detroit and gbests spent last
any of the days even though Pit
ch.
week camping at their t,ewlYsiae- day
is set aside for a specilie
Somehow we measure the spirit- (mired home, the former Ramond community
.
ual interest of a community by the Hamlin house near Concord. •
September 28, Kiilvey.
pride it takes in its 'au...eh Muses.
September 29, Lynn Csrove..
The Concord Church cf Christ
An unusually large ct owd atSeptember 30, Hazel.
tended church services at Sulphur is giving a grocery shower next
October 1, New Concord.
Spring, Sunday. The new pastor. Sunday for Mr. and Mrs. Dean
October 2,
Russell.
Mr.
Russell.
cripple,
a
and
Bro. Gentry and wife and hildren
October 4. Faxon.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Linu Spice- Mrs. Russell. never well, had been
October 5. Dexter.
living
on
a
pensinn the' drew on
land after church.
qfitober 6, Coldwater.
their afflicted daughter, but as
Our district superintencie
Rev
Qktober 7 & 8, Industries.
Mischke (don't know how n spell she became sixteen, thi• pension
Two Saturdays September PS
it) will preach at the quarterly stopped, so the three unless some and October 2. have been dssignconference at Sulphur Snring Sun- welfare fund can be drawn upon. ated as being open for the city
day evening. Sept 19 at 7:30. then are dependent, upon people's char- and county. Anyone can
receive
the following week revival ser- ity.
a chest x-ray on these days. Mrs.
A
few
Sundays ago, I visited Robbins
vices will be conducted by the
said today that actually
Kirksey minister. All Sr, invitci at the hnrne- of Mr. and lifts. anyone can receive' an x-ray rat
to attend afternoon an] evening Chailie Stewart. in Murray. be- any of the days listed, but special
cause Mr. and Mrs. Moore of De- emphasis
services next week
will be placed on tile
troit. were at home, hut as rturth variCsis
communities on the days
Mr. and Mrs. James Riley Las- as I enj
I -esang these triends. listed for
them.
siter and son spent the v:eels end
at Mr. and Mrs. Gard., '
•
before James Riley begai.
1, _
at Louisville. He is a math instructor.

.t)V4
_
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Read Today's Classifieds

CONVICTED OF COLLABORATING

X-Ray Mobile Dates

All Insurance does not cost the same.
See August Wilson 303 East Main.

NOTICE
Beginning October 1,
my office will be closed on
Thursday

instead

of

Wednesday

Dr. Charles D. Clark. M.D.

LT. COL. HARRY FLEMING, 48, first U. S. Army officer convicted
of collaborating .kith the enemy while a pri'xiner in North Korea.
IS shown (rniddie) at Fort Sheridan, Ill, where he was Wed.
Flanking him are his attorneys, Alfred La France (left) and
Alicn
(Internalional Soundphoto)

105 North 4th Street

Murray, Kt.
9111

4--

Gene T.'winq

ARKER'S FOOD
MARKET'

noneha-

IKE IS HONORARY SMOKE JUMPER
•

Free Parking

b :

lit

South Fifth Street
./

HIGH QUALITY

LOW PRICES

Shop Parker's One-Stop Grocery Every Day For Outstanding Vali- es
- - Ph. 1061b
"MEM.

•no

• P"

certificate making him an honorary
A SMOKE JUMPER'S
•
smoke jumper are received by President Eisenhower in Missoula.
Mont, where he delivered one of his western tour ad(iresses.
Making presentation are smoke Jumpers Fred Braver (middle)"
and Wayne Webb Included in the presentation are T-shirts for
1 iite natiolias NoustelpSofo)
Use Eisenhower grandchildren

•RYER S,

TWO-MAN STRATEGY HUDDLE

RINSO

53c
'
49
ccapon
1 MONEY
SAVER

L7G

BLUE

with
cOuPon

DETERGENT

RINS0c; 49c
cow.:„
.SOAP

•

Grade "A"

B ORK LIVER

6

1

HAMS

v EVER SwEEPs4;6.Kts
- e

A

41.

1 1 MONEY
' SAVER

LUX
LIQUID

12 79c
OL

22z.
0

Fresh

B ACON JOW L'S

with
coupon

Yellow Eyed Peas
15-oz. can
Black Eyed Peas
15-oz. can
Irish Potatoes, new, small,
whole
Pinto Be'ans
15-oz. can
G.N. Beans
15-oz. can

FLAK
ES
-

59c 49c'MT 53c

lb

Tender

39c

lb 29c

Fresh

Worthmore Sliced

53c ,

LUX

39c

Cut Up Pan Ready

B ABY BEEF LIVER
B ACON

Smoked, Sugar Curet,
Ready to Eat Fields
Picnic. No charge for
slicing,
per pound

39.
Tray Packed

lb 550

Sugar Cured, Sm oked

It)

Red Kidney Beans 15-oz. can
Tomato Soup
17-oz. can
Chopped Kraut
11-oz. can
Cut Green Beans
10-oz. can
Spinach
10-oz. can
Yellow Corn
8-oz. can

29c

C
I

..•••••,

with

coupon
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER confers with GOP
National Chairman
Leonard Hall at Lowry Air Force Base,
Colo, prior to taking
off on his three-day speech trip How best to
appeal to the voter,
was no doubt•consideration here.
Orifernattional Somme/photo/

with
COUPon

with

coupon

coencri

LIFEBtialf SOAP
REG.

31-

23C

LARGE

with coupon

3i-

38c

with coupon
•

PUMP SPECIALS

EPSODENT
TOSTri PASTE
White or Chlorophyll

GIANT
Of

ECONOSAV

43c
369

With coupon

1/3 h.p. Shallow Well
.
,Jet P"rnp with eight
gallon pressure tank -- $75.

gallon tank - $90.

Six Only of This Item:
h.p. Deep Well Jet Pump, jet and foot
valve - $122.50.
(While They Last)

Giant
Size

Large
Size

63c

39c

TREND

2 large boxes

Mile East of Murray on Highway 94
Telephone 197

25c
36c

Faultless

STARCH

Ellis Pump and Pipe Co.

3
Reg. Size

large 36-oz. box

3rac

tb

Big Brothers Salad Dressing, Qt.
Big Brother Coffee, we grind it

89c

3 cans

Darimix Non-Fat

DRY SKIM MILK

16-oz

r•rs-4.-.11,n):4,7i1FT)
itrialoc

19c

Certified
CANNED

GREEN GIANT
PEAS 2 can
'
s
39c
04;

NEW I
IMPROVED! \
DIAMOND

LUNCHEON NAPKINS

MEATS
16tre

Chopped Beef, 12-oz.

45c

Ham Salad, 5-oz. glass

33c

Pigs Feet, 9-oz.

29c

Beef Stew, 16-oz.
Corned Beef Hash, 16-oz.

39c
39c

LUX FLAKES

Softer! Strorigerl

Whiterl.

with COLOR -5515145ND

PUREX41
Silver Dust (p.
2 Irg. 49c

with coupon

- - with
'CANNON

DISH
TOWEL

39c

\ •

1011111111111111111116www••••••••••••••.44
.
1..,

4 PFP -CdP)1 F4DE

39f.

GREAT BIG
TENDER SWEET PEAS

e;

•

=IMF.

p AC

r=j•

49c

39c

WILSON'S

tPBU

FIRRES
()leak Peal

2.

Heinz

BABY FOOD . . .

GREIN

95c

6

C .nvertibt. Sliailo.• Well Jet mounted on 18

1

MRS. TUCKER'S SHORTENING 3
iiig' Brother's GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
46-oz. can

19c

th 89c
7allard Biscuits
can
10c
Park Lane Ice Cream, 1/2-Gallon
69c
Sunshine Hi-Ho Crackers, 1-lb. box
33c

Two Only of This Item:

Two Only of This Item:

EATWELL MACKEREL, tail can
GODCHAUX SUGAR, 10-lb. bag

•
•

Large
Sue

31c

17c

••

•
•

••••••••••.«...-..4••••••••MIP•1
,
1 •••••a• ••••••ae.
•
••• • ••• GPO

•

,

•••.r.-•••••

,.

_R HE HANGED HIMSELF

HANDCUFFED AND CTItt STRUGGLING, Allred Gillingham tac&rnted
from home of his estranged wife in San Bruno. Calif., by police. He
was wanted for questioning in a taxi holdup, and tear gas failed to
dislodge turn. Later he hanged himself in his cell. 'hiternatioral/

MISS UNIVERSE BACK IN SCHOOL

.11••••• ••••

95 Drive-In Marshall Co.
DRIVE-IN

THURSDAY ONLY
THE UNTAMED BREED"
WED. and THURS.
in Cinecolor
• Driver admitted free
starring Sonny Tufts,
with another adult in car.
Barbara Britton and
Lum and Abner in
George "Gabby" Hayes
"TWO WEEKS TO LIVE"
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
PLUS
"ESCAPE FROM
"RED STALLION IN THE
FORT BRAVO"
ROCKIES"
with William Holden
in Cinecolor
Eleanor Parker

near Murray fur aeveral 'day&
Mrs. Charlie Henry and Mts.
Jim MeCuistori were all day visitors of Mrs. Ofus Outland, Tuesday.

!Cherry Corner
News
-- .
September 17, 1954
Summer time is gone
and
i
everyone must be, eny-y:ng the
cooler weather We a-ill like it
until. It gets too cold and then
we will start our same ola grumbling agafn. I guess. I always liked
the snow and ico but tome said
it got too cold for them ?oar years
ago this w iter
For the farmer the year is
almost gone and it if harvest
time. "I some times wonder .'
I have been the grasshopper
4.be ant." Though -tor many
Peei,
especially school pupils and tea,
era another year is in its rfl.ik
mg, as the sahoo: year hos begw•.
which calls for much activity and ,
p/anning. Was just looki ig at the
last Year Book of New Concord
School Seniors and wh-t a fine
looking class of seniors for this ,
' year -You shguld and can make
' this your very best schaol year.
Have a nephew in that grouP.
als.1 just have eleven neices and
nephews going to Nev. Concord_
Ehaol and some going to other'
schools and some who have already
graduated.

"The WMS of the Cheny Corner
Caurch met at the church Tuesday afternoot for the Royal Setvice program with Mrs. Ruby Forrest and Mrs. Attie Garrison as
leaders.
Mr. and Mrs. Rayfora Henry.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Henry and
Mrs. Beauton Fitts and David
were in McKenzie. Tenr, Sunady
visiting relatives.
A thought - Kind wards and
smiles are helpers. are we helpets?
ADDALIN5

A 1 11(11CAN

The Oftis Outland's ani the E.D.
Winchester's were Sundry visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
of Buchanan. The write,- attended
Sunday School with her sister at
the Mt. Pleasant Metlicidat Church.
We always enjoy to be with the
friendly people there. Mrs. Out
Waeon. young peoples trachea wM
telana me. she read the the Cherry
Corner Neves column.
Mrs. Alma Haaass. -0100figeriasts-L
Grave, spent the day Friday via.
ina ralatives in her old neighb
haod — Cherry Corner and
nut Grove oommunales. She v.ed Aunt. °Me Outland. Mrs. C•
Phillips. Mr. and Mrs.: Car: Farr.
the wnter and others Thanks
again for all that milk.
A household shower was given
in hmo:,- of Mr. and Mi.: . Tommy
Garrison at home of h,s parents.
34fr. and Mrs. Wilson Ca-neon.
Friday evening. They i-ceived
many nice and useful Fitts from
friend., ir.d relatives a'ang wla
many gnod wishes for the young
couple. Tommy is the youngest
child of Mr. and Mrs. Garrison.
Mrs. Pearl Wrye. sign— of Ray
Houston spent se.versl days in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Houston
recently and attended church at
Cnerry Carner.
,
-- Mr, and Mrs. Hetmar Geur:m
heve ba • ...siting relatives in and

GOSPEL MEETING
Messages Delivered

'

'I'MU1123llA T , StArl'EM DER 30, 1954
Sept. 15. where t..•41 plans for the bets, our chapte.; mothers pcpsena
year was approved.
were Mrs. James Park.er. as Mrs. .
The initation of the freshmen Iva Edwards. Others attending were
Ms. Clarence
was held Sect. 15, the girls initia- Mrs. Tu.ker
ted were as aillows: Phyllis Adams Culver.

Kirksey Ht. 9
-News

Linda Hale Mesabi, La rib, Leona
Lpwrence, Dorthy Locke, Dorothy

DM\
-'THURSDAY

DRIVE-IN

lama Jean Rt.:, y, Reporter

Parker, Jean Parke!,
To accommodate 1954 summer
Carolyn
Pierce. Brenda Usrey, Jane Wat- traffic on 13titish railways, 125
kins. apd Lillie Smith They thorotrains are being speeded up from
ughly enjoyed all the pranks that 10 to 60 minutes
and 27 start-towere pulled on them. There was a stop trains
ale being added as
rn( eting on 1.irge attendanci of our memagainst three such trains in 1953

oor f.r‘it

TRI-I

LAKEVIEW

Kirlasey FHA have planaed many
activities for this year, for instance
a bake sale in Murray. Ky., Sept.
18. 1934. 'The profit for yohich goes
for finishing tha iadecuration of
the No-make room.
We hc:d

-•--- • -

U1U%,41, 11.1914 1 latallt

"JACK
tarring Mark
Dorothy

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
"ROMAN HOLIDAY"
with Gregory Peck and
Audrey Hepburn

Come One.
... Come All ... Keep Food Bills Sm all at

•••

AtiPs1954 FALL

Survived Ferry

st
oo(1„1, .,4ouslFe
iv
al
t,

I

Charlie Henry has bee- making
molasses again last week, took
some to town Saturday to sell.
Garvin Phillips is harne from
Korea after serving several monthi
in Uncle Sam's service This is
the first time in several year/
that the six Phillips brothers have
been in the U.S. at the sarrie time.
Billie
Buchanan
was an all
night visitor of Dan an -I Tommy
McCuiston Friday night. Billie isn't
so lade though, looks about a Ex
rooter.

MIRIAM STEVENSON, "M:33 Universe" Of 1954, is welcOrned back
to Lanier college. Greenwood. S C, by Dr B M Grier. pees-it:fern
She left a $254) a aeek Hollywood fain contract to return ILI a
member of the senior class.
(International/

au:. aasaitin.r Saab ^ANA/

All-PURPOSE

vs ApORA

PAT #10111ABLE

dexo

3

SHORTENING

gtt

7CIAL ORE

NECTAR

6
ONE OF TWO Americans who
survived the typhoon-capsized
Japanese terry in which more
than a thousand lives were lost
off Hakodate Is 21-year-old Pfc,
Frank Goedken (above). Dubuque. Ia. The other is Donald
Orth, a missionary. Fifty-eight
Americans Wet their lives in
(international)
the tragedy.

Tomato Juice

9

lona

Pork & Beans 'sultana
Prepared Spaghetti

Kidney Beans

WV.. •
•

Woman's Day

1109

45c

Our Own Tea

16-0z. ('an

10c

Dry Milk Solids

Page — 1 lb. Jar
24-0z. Jar

Ann Page

Tea Bags

441-0z. Cams

215'.-oz cans 25c

Ann Page

Blackberry Preserves Ann
Peanut Butter

Red China's No. 2

ALL
CASS

Diatehouse —

A&P Grape Juice
Beverages
Sail Detergent
Bright Sail Bleach

7c

29c
10c

16-0z. (an

55c

ISAlle

45c

Pia.:

Ions

A&P Peas

10c

64

Delicious Hot or Iced — ',-Lh Pkg

29c

/16 Oz. CA

The A&P Magazine — October

Lima Beans

45'

PKG. OF

2

Our Finest Quality

39c

la-oz. cans

33c
2 roir 23c

12-0z. Bettie 19C
21 o.
(Pin deP''

-•••••••••••••

1.1 Oz Pkg..

13c2

'Gal

"44

25c

"•'

A crumbly "short"
streussel topping
gives a crunchy sweet
contrast to the smooth
juicy apple filling.
Spiced right ... priced
right!

Fee /Sods- '

• *teeea. I

iet• '''''

fAxtv*ie

ANN

JAN1 PAM.

'Am Sparkle

PIL0,

Gelatin

NEW HEIR-APPARENT to Communist China's President Mac
Tse-tung is Gen Chu Teh
(above), 68-year-old commander-in-chlef of the army, who
was elected first vice president
by the 1.200-member National
People's congress In Peiping.
The new constitution provides
for till elevation to Mao's post
if it should "fall vacant - Previously Chu shared second place
withfiveothers. (letemational)

DESSERTS
8 Flavors

5c

(CINNAMON ITIEUSSFI. TOPPED)

ANN PAGE

UGULARL Y

Tomato Soup
4
Ketchup V",35
10
OZ
CANS

35c

?lig

4111,4
0

ANN PAGE

Back in Majors

Bv

Dutch Apple Pie
39c
Coffee Cake 39'
Alp
Banana LAYER
CAKE
LATIN
I" Pit

49c

JANE PARKER

ALMOND BRAID

JANE PARKER

FRESH

1:111EsH

CM!
Grapi

wir

A. HUGH CLARK

REGULARLY 594

Cauli
Yello
Lem(
Bana
Oran

Baytown, Texas

Peanut Butter Ann Page
Mayonnaise Ann Page
Syrup
.nn Page

I

Krum by Luneh-12-cri. Jar
Pint Jar
24-(h

Bottle

29c
33c
49c

V11)/211111(110 I %NM

Angel Food Ring Law Size Jane Parker I' I 49c
Pecan Fudge Bar Cake Jane l'arker
49c
Pie Jane Parker Apple.(!terry. Pumpkin — fain pie 49c
JANE Pt HIKER

HARVEST MIX

1-Lb. Dig

Gum Drops
Worthmore
1' -Lb. Pkg.
-Circus Peanuts Horthmore (and, - 14-0z. Pkg
Candy Corn
orthrnore — 14-0: Pkg
Orange Slices Worthmore — 11-01 Pkg

10-0z. Loaf

29

WHITE BREAD

29c
25c
25c
19c

Raisin Cookies Iane Parker Tray Park 2 Pkg.49c
Date & Nut Loaf
35c
Ea.
Donuts Jane Parker :-,tigar or Cinnamon — Ctn. Doz. 24c
Sandwich Cookies Jana Parker 7,, Os Pkg. 19c

PLACE: Church of Christ
Seventh and Poplar
DATE: October 3- 10

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly

TIME: Sunday, 10:40 a.m. and 7:30
p.m., Week Days, 7:30 p.m.
YOU ARE INVITED

everybody reads it.

William D. Medearis, Minister

famout

Promium-Quality CoffoPt
ci:66

WHIST.FLAVOR.. BENI VALUE! c°•"4

three full-flavored blends and is Custom Ground
to your order ... to one of seven different grinds!
Get your money's worth every time. Switch to
richer. fresher ArsP Premium-Quality Coffee,

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURE'

Premium of Asa' Custom
Your choice
is
Quality Coffeesyour eyes to
grinds.
Ground before
seven. diffcrcnt Tight
onc of
exactly
to be
It's bound
coffcemaker, sure to
you (rt.
for your
the flavor
be precisely time!
joy .. peer"

m•••••

9

iwe
Grei
reshwrap
hellie Beam
Iscuits
'acial Tissue
lot Tamales
)1eomargarii
'una Flakes

E,!CHTG

GIVE YOU THE

Of course, you're paying less for coffee these days
... but are you getting your money's worth?
You're NOT getting the most for your money
if your coffee is the ordinary variety that's so
plentiful these days. A&P Coffees are the rich.
robust, premium-quality coffees for which AesP
has been famous for 95 years! It also comes in

4

Jane Parker

a
THAT PAM be 'Back Horne
Again, in the Major Leaguesahich Charley Dressen is playng on the hotel piano In New
York., The Oakland manager
who quit the Brooklynaodger, in a contract length disagreement signed to manage
the Washington Nationals for
-what I wanted." mays reportedly $42,000.
(international)

17'

4C0

OPEN A

opec
el

top,
:

RED CIRCLE

BOKAR

'.,`,7) $1.03
.3.Lb.maas2.90

J.05
3.Lb.Bala 53.09
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TRI-CITY

News

DRIVE-IN

Sept. 30, 1954
Hello Everyone,
I will try my luck at writing
"JACK SLADE"
Wain,
tarring Mark Stevens with
Everyone around here has bad
Dorothy Malone
colds.
Miss Mary Grogan spent Tuesday night with. her girl friend,

HURSDAY & FRIDAY

THE LEDGER

Miss Pearl Self, and Pearl spent
ednesday night with Mary.
Mrs. Mary Collins snd her niece
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Gene'
Hassel and children of Centre
Ridge were., recent visitors in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self
and Claro. Mrs. Collins and Mrs.
Self are sisters.
Mrs. Annie B. Countsand litlie
daughter, Katy Lou, visited Mrs.
Richard Self and Pearl and Bill,
for a short while last Thursday
afternoon.
I was sorry to hear about little
Carolyn Rust being run over by a

ANL, TatrA• zeilaCKAY,

school bus. I hog, sill 4* resting
welL
I was also sorry to hear of Bro.
H. P. Blankenship's death. My
deepest
sympathy goes to
his
family.
Mr. Richard Self recently broke
his finger while working. He is
janitor
at the Industrial
Arts
Building at the college. I hope
his finger and hand is soon well.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Morris and
children and Mr. and Mrs. James
Fulcher and children of East Alton, Ill_ were week-end visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self and

fitilNI

•

Utai

.h.....yage Five

ang Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
and Mr. and Mrs-Orville
'stitcher and son Joe Ed Fulcher.
The James Fulcher's are showing off their new daughter, little
3 week old Margie Ruth Fulcher.
All her folks down her way soy
she is a little doll.

week.
Mr. and Mrs.' Thoma,s Brown;11
;
of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Roy'
Ernst:in, of Mayfield, and some
other folks of Fulton were the
guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Counts and daughter, and Mrs.
Katy Ellison one Sunday recently.
I must say good bye for now
Mr. Richard Self will celebrate and I
hope to write again soon.
his birthday next Sunday, Oct. 3rd.
-JUST A HILLBILLY
Happy birthday, Richard.
.
Mrs. Juanita Self, Mrs. Bytha
Self and Claro, visited Mr4. Katd
ninon and Mrs. Guy Count; and
little daughter, Katy, one day last

Linoleum Headquarters
9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns to choose from

Thurman Furniture

Read Our Classifieds

•
•

, Come One...Come All...Get Set En Fell it

A&P's
BIG

8 vent
•' 4
.:Z.;0'

-

/
`, 1

"sUPlat-IDORT" CHI

FRESH PICNIC

Small with AaP's
"SUPER-RIGHT"
MEAT

SUPER RIGHT

BONELESS

,j0

STYLE

PORK ROAST

4 to 8
Lb. Avg.

Standing

-FIRST 5 RIBS
7-INCH CUT

59C

A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

frc.t1

Ground Beef 37e
Lb.

10 to 14
Lb. A:g

Lb.

29c Sliced Bacon ,
Super Right
lb. 63c)
Slab Bacon
Allgood
85c
A,tp super
isfitht - Any
S.rnoked
Hams

Lb,
Center ('ut

RO ST
59C

49(

Today's homes ... and budgets ,.. have to be
run on a business-like basis. ,
That's why, like the head of any business, smart
American homemakers carefully compare prices
before they buy ... and shop only where they're
guaranteed quality Merchandise every time.
We're particularly proud of the fact that, after
checking and comparing, more than six million
satisfied customers shop at A&P daily .. . they
know it brings an extra dividend in good eating
when the family "gathers 'round the board."
Come see ... come save ... at A&Pl
CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

MONEY-SAVERSI

CluMITY

337. TURKEY HENS

Pork Chops

,

-MOD"

Chairlady of the Board

NEW PACK
OVEN READY

Lb.

5moked Jowl

Rib

.:
Beef Roast
Lb.
A
,
Super /tight
Blade Cut
Chuck Lb.
45c
Beef
Steaks
A&P Super
Right Round
er Sirloin
Beef
Lb 93C
Liver
Young Tender

Lb.

A&p super
Rich t it) to

Bologna All
Meat - by
the piece
Grand Duchess

514iz:b.Callt•gLL.BLb..b.3:9c:c

SiiT3
Beef
-- CP9elk Aver
- Veal
Steaks Frozen i
lb. 73e)4.8 29c
t-og. p„,55
Steak ."A&P
Wietiesit RAMIS br
"1Super
Aral' - All
/Light
97c
Meat skinle
Lb.
Veal Roast
Canneci Picnics
1-1b. cello
A
47C
,
:19,1,re Cut

roasts is Pork Liver
one of these rib
You can be sure every because every one is
-flavored
juicy and fine
grain-fed beef. Yet,
selected from the best of this high quality at
for
premium
you pay no
always as low as we cart
A&P, where prices are come
Come see,
make

Shoulder

1h

ars Star
(5-1b. can)

45c Stewing Hens

.

Sliced

Customers' Corner

V;
•

Stewing Beef

•

•

.% .
% '
' -",.

Keep Food Bills

•

23C

FrYers ran -

1 b,

D

Tray-Park

Ereah jsomn

•

tat, tandArd Lb 85c

Oysters Irc,„

Lb.

White Bass

Black Sea Bass„
in Ready
Chix Halibut Steaks

Lb.

"•••••

•-•

k

FROZEN fiFOODS
"\AN-f."rvit'grevvvvo),...,%/wo

Tomatoes 2 lb. 29c

CRANBERRIES
Lb.

ii(
2.1-ornia

Grapes

1 okay

7...arge Snow White
3
Onions ,, NO. ,

Cauliflower
Yellow

Lemons

cAliforniA :;60 Size

•

Bananas

Fruit
Golden Ripe Large

10c

3

Ill Size

ilortda

Grapefruit Juicy

10(

Lb.

25 SWEET YAMS

Bag

2

M()RIO

FRUIT PIES

09e,4

LEMONADE

Gi-ade
St•1411

lids

Size)
Oranges Jun) csiifornia )288

39c

c'RADE

3

SWE

MilET
d

49c

MILK

• iweet Potatoes
Green Beans

Plate

Tender
Iona

can
16-oz.

(case of 24 cans 2.39)

•
reshwrap Wax Paper
hellie Beans

2
2

l'kg. Deal
28-0z. Cans

iscuits Mallards or Pillsbury-Oven
Read)
'
acial Tissue
lot Tamales

Angel Soft-l'kg. of 200
Paramount

)1eomargarine surriond
'una Flakes
Sultana

13-Oz. Can
2

1 -Lb. Chia.

2

0-01. Cans

Ina
43c
49c

10c
10c
19c
41c
45c

Sunnyfield Flour

Plain

Treet, Prem, Spam
Sugar

Lunch

Domino Fine Granulated

25

1-45
c 45c
Meat - 12-0z..
10 Lb. Rag 99c

Beef Stew

2

pint, ying„..

AMERICA'S POttmOST II000 Maitre . MICE last

Delicia Sugar Wafers

•,^11 ."0.7.M IA: •apalaa 741

39c

1-Lb. Cello Bag 29c

A&P Seedless Raisins

SIOUX BEE HONFY

For 35c

24-0z: Can

OPEN ALL DAY EACH THURSDAY

2

Put., soralned

C-os. Cans

6

6

Orange Juice
Ireesweet Concentrate
Strawberries

42
Sharp Ch
eese
Ch'.
1 lo
eddar e
45c
Silverbreeta Ch Chese
Veiveese F
59
83c
ook Butt ood
2
fee
es
Cream
c
cow%
Ar?
Philadelphia frtavorn
Cheese 2

99c
791.

g_ft. cans 79c

10-o. cans49c
- 10-0s. Pkg. 19c
2

Itaga ell or Dixiana
Lima Beans

Pies

4

Sicitth Maid Foratook

Cheddar

89c
25c

Loii

3
TOMAts 3

[CORN

'
SULTANA GOLDEN WHOLE KERNEL
,Case 0(.24 cans 82.75)

IONA (case of 24 (ails
OR

PEAS

Peaches

Lb. Bag

A&P Apple Sauce ,.,h. Can

13',-Oz. Pies 943C

Broccoli Spears
Peas
Corn

Scotch .Maid

10-Oz, Pkg.

2
2

Scotch Maid lender
Scotch Maid Cut

inpectai Pack,

PIE CRUST

19c

10-or. pkgs.33c
10-0z. Pligs.37C

9 Oz. Pkg.

10.

16-0a. cans

45'

111:11, sot It 1111111

190
IOC

can

(*berry, Peach Apple

REEsWEET IROZEN CONCENTRATE
DEIJCIOL

1.00

_Gal (

4

M OR TONS

Keep Food Bills Sm_gltwith oft.liffs THRIFURICW GROCER1E$
24-oz.

1 urkey, Chicken or Beef

ePoo
PKG•

snow(

GCS

35c

•,

MEAT PIES
SI s

Ge 25C

48 Size
Crisp I resh Jumbo
25c LettuceIceberg
2 Lb'.
lid.
Beans
25c Green
. ag
m0511
Lb Pliofilu
4-Lb. Pliofilm Bag
Dellcloua
Red
Apples
49c
4 Qt. skittei
Michigan
Concord Grapes
15c
2
Lb.
Apples
Grimes Golden
49c

Blue

29c

Neno.--111eassimmi

mea.110.--

Peak Brand
Large Size

1-Lb. Cello

2

-••••ss)re'

VALUES!
FRUIT & VEGETAKE
FRESH
A&P's
with
Keep Food Bills Small

"t's

Lb. 49c

49c

•'"

(II

Lb.49c

39c

Oven Re-dy

SELECT SIZE
PUERTO RICAN -

Lb.39c

Fresh

H&G Whiting

-•

1

.39:dium L
si
bz
.e
15-lb. box $2:"

69c

Lb.

Pan Ready
Fowl Frozen
Cryoval Lb 39e
aeuiy ent-t'p

ucklings

SHRIMP.

99c

16-0s. Cans

Kidney

Beans joink

II

351

29-oz tans 49c
1-1(%

Iona Sliced or Halves

Gold Medal Plain

Lb. Bag 1.99
But CI, 25c
46-01. Can 19c

Paper Towels
Seance 150 sheets
Chum Salmon
Perfect Strike

Sweet Pickles

.3
29
7:
2pkg„
IS-Ox, Can

16-0t. Cans 23e
16-0z. (an

10c

19-0z. Can

10c

Cheslield. 0. Gold-t tn.1 99

2

Fan( y

14-Oz. Bottles 49c

Delicious }cult Drink

HAWAIIAN PUNCH
TPIC & SPAN CLEANER

46-0z. Can
16-0z. Box

35C 3-Lb.

39c

CRISCO SHORTENING

16-0z. Can

47c

PEAK DOG FOOD"

1KREY SLICED

PORK BEEF

Cigarettes,,,chie
, Camels,

Ot Jar

Party Pak

GRAVYO

ALP

Heinz Ketchup

Pepsi-Cola Iglus bottle
deposit)
Grapefruit Juice A d
,
m,

2

Of Arc

Cut Beets

175i

A&P Freestone Peaches
Flour

354

Sauerkraut

35c

Lb. Jar

CHERRIES

Lb (in

Horse Meat-16-Oz.

CAU

37'
25'
95'
190

WITH

PERK DOG FOOD

IAMB,
•%ow

4 I MOURN, kTFAir wrrill GRAVY,

6

1-Lti. Cans

73°
••••

•

ofbausisormossommommost=

•

•••••

•
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•

•
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Ar-yor11.1•111.1

dlt SALE: TY
iler. good as
ith. T. 0. Turn

STORE

oliR SALE: USE]
washers, $25.0
otrigt:rators, $49.
to choose (to!
ivy's Furniture

it

Men! Men! Men!

111r0GLER OIL

ite you warrne]
the house. So:
,Starks &
r
t...P). 1141.

we have
HANDCUFM
from horr
was v, ar.td
dtsiodge

SUITS! SUITS! SUITS!

MISS

OR SALE: C(
id stoker in ex
hot water t
:eal bargain. C
.116th St.
•
01$11 SALE: KE:
• machine. Eat
matic time, i
' G. E. iron.
14

Hundreds of styles - Hundreds of colors. We have the
new look in Belk's new dark tone colors, 100c-c woolens
in flannels, worsteds, solids, stripes, checks and fibarene
weaves.

Me.s.Aels Fall

SLACKS"-,

•
1

SPORT COATS

$2950

:s''

to $3950

•Wor,teds, Tweeds and Flannels .

•
;C
.
:LAMER
TW

1595 to $1795
•

95

..SPORT COATS
Salida,. Tweeds, Checks and Flannels
s
•
k New Dirk I es and Whites
• Lcmg Retn1
and Shorts

.

Harvest Days Sock Values
Men's Sox, Fancy and Plaids
ONE SIZE NYLON
M en's Archdale Plaid
ARGYLES, 12 colors

Mens New Fall

THUI
•THE
If
starrin
Barba
George
FR1DA
"ES'
FOI
with \
Ele

FORE SPACE £1
dile for store c
:rk , ng space 1
,./.•1 Road. Phi
1,one 410-R. See

KS

:•• r

MIRAN!
to Landes
She left
member.

.tiNUMENTS. S(
irge selection styl
I at Calloway IV
Oster On, owner.
&loge.

Priced Fr0/11

New Fall

'II

CFTEEN PURE!
It RE Boars, re
Wily Gilts of
e meat type tic
AKLAND FARIV
• p . Sedalia. IS

1 pr. 79c
2 prs. $1.50

. ''t

,.4".!
;

Mens New,Fall Latest Styles
WEYENBERG SHOES

MEN'S TIES
,All New Fall Colors SI & $1.50
Bow t ies
51.00

NEvo-riek.LL
fit J'

Mens Gabardine and Wool
'TOPCOATS

Washable Airman Neck Sizes and Sleeve Lengths
GABARDINE SPORT SHIRTS
$4.95

S11.50 to U9.50
Solid Color Long Sleeve-Reci, Black, White
TURTLE NECK POLO SHIRTS
$1.98

Mens

Fruit-Of-The-Loom

EAN

Solid Colors, Turtle Neck-Gray, Black,
MAGIC SHIRTS

Underwear

By Friercilin

Wool and Nylon
$5.95

Long Sleeve

White or Pastel
BONAIRE DRESS SHIRTS
$1.98

,

White

Men's Heavy Knitted Neckband
WHITE T-SHIRTS
$1.00
Others
59c or 2 for $1.00
2-Toner and Rayon Plaids
Long Sleeve Gabardine Shirts
$2.95 and $3.95

Fit Any Size 34 to 50

$2.95

• Water Repellant

Boxer
SHORTS

Athletic and

or L-49

Long Sleeve Sport Shirts
FANCY RAYONS & GABARDINES
$1.98

69c

S1-95

Athletic

Good Assortmen7..

BRIEFS
69c

Champ

Combed

Fab-U-Gab, Machine Washable

SPORT

UN.DERSHliZTS
•

Cotton Plaid
SPORT SHIRTS
Cotton and Sanforized Washable
$4.95

Archdale

414.

Al!
and
57.50 and

- Neck Sweaters

SHIRTS

S13.95

•

Regu:ar

MEN'S

NEW FALL

1..1,4 Fall Styles-Colors
"-INN BUSH SHOES SiG.95-S17.95

FELT

$55°°

HARVEST VALUES

'
'
- •

MENS

New Fall Materials and Colors

••••

Tan
Charcoal
Rlack

tsiral BriJ ge aid Masterbilt
OtS
. . . . S5.95 to S10.95

Mens Long Sleeve Broatkli.
Solids and Fancy
PAJAMAi
S2.95 and 53.944
Regular-Long-Extra Log ,

i • V'hy are yer. 1,
tr .!y saltel, tel•en

Men's Archdale
I pr. 59c
SPORT or FANCY SOX 2 for $1.00
Rayon - Cotton - Fancy - Solid

$1050

VP\

*k

GRIFFON SUM

New Nylon and Cotton
SPORT SOX .... 39c or 3 prs. $1.00

..

VA\
c
!
..
/,

r ight Huthorfat:
r, came t-tppire

59c

.1

`.: r •.
'
-.1.•„2. ,
,
ilo.,
••••• '. ,.,.
'4 ,
• 3 .tiri
.,
t
„

MEN'S NEW FALL

SHIRTS

Smooth Velvety, Truly a Fabulous Fabric

49c

$3.95

••••••••11110

•

.••••••••••

Pinwale, Washable-6 Colors To Choose From
Long Sleeve Corduroy Shirts
$3.95 and $4.95

., :a. ••54aii•Ie's •1,
( 11 shot t tr.:
having a tot
, to tell her an
'eating, listening I

WWI 140
,
. TWA! (053

441ty ,.!:d ys.a.: .
4 filli
or, yaling thal
if.411.1 all :c• 7 Litd 3
b:! g none oll.• t
e‘.
:rent' told her
"reeks of draggi
'
Jerry Kissel and
at had to be p
'gnats that had fa
a ntact • that had
4hcn Larry Kissel
4, service.
;
, i "No wonder," 1
;that you've looki
Ilmped every tim

i

'rang?"

-Did I, Kelly? I
anyone see. I hopc
tice. It was t
irtoa
b
1 ; worried myself vi
her people, need
, 'Kelly said: "An,
1.5s believing th,
(Nichols chap on
'ihasn't standing ar
1 ISI the hospital,
ought he was a
i ..; "He was here fi
'afternoon. He gayl
iched Liss little
d hung around
1 • -Saint Chnitopt
'didn't have that a i
cliristopher protec
, ,it was so excite
in I forgot to ti
:is. And I've don,
cadful, Kelly. I
a that Winifred
hristmas and I f
- "They'd freeze
III'S turning colder
, donte green or a
, 1.-.I 11 see about It
to town. Gil won't
day, anyway."
; ''But that wou
afhen I forgot."
4 "You've remem
tiristmaa isn't o
1 icrid to it-you ci
later, or Gil can. 1
ilit.t Monday. You r
laude from genii
aet,,'•
, -Maybe she'll t
how, Kelly, now t
'• "But he only ha
! has to report bai
' (tie week after t
. ivedding."
• Three days! Coil
i itcart in three day:
' Itny. part of it b
But what if Gil
what if
in it ...,
dreams, the dread
tv:ry moment of
tin.urcness that hi
her and Marsh a
tWi.eil till'M like
had no reality at
She had been f
a ould know, wh,
, again, but now t,
strained and unrc
',Axed her, it %VW

:p

i

-is

r--

•

•

-••••
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Hero Gets His Reward

[Female Help Wanted
HELP WANTED BEAI'TY Operator. Phone 1091 or api ly at 103
North 5th Street. *Jean's Beauty

filoR RE.ra

FOR SALE

NATIONAL HOMES PACEMAKER
on display. 2-3-4 Bedroom Homes.' SERVIC
ES OFF'ERED
Down payments st?rt at S350. Eligible F. H A. Loans Built in MurWELLS AND
ray and Surrounding Areas. Cal- PHOTOGRAPHY
vert Construction Corp. 200 E. Wrather Studio, Soutli Side Squa-e.
(07C)
14th St., Benton, Ky., phone 2662. Murray. Faone 143.1

I
fiR SALE: TWO ROW CORN FOR .IENT: THREE ROOM UNiler. good as new, universal furnished apartmentelwe
screened
iikh. T. 0. Turner.
(01p) in
porches,
entrance.
private
Downstairs. Call 1374-J
(01c)
4R SALE: USED CONVENTION(0'2c▪ washers, $25.00 and up-Used
atrigeraturs. $49.95 and up-Seve- FOR RENT: FURNISHED APARTment. Downstairs. Fureace heat. ESTABLISHED FULLER BRUSH
it to choose from.
•
iley's Furniture and Appliances. Private bath at 304 South 4th St. route available in ML:: ray for
married man with car. Work by
4 .
(02e( See Mrs. B. F Berry att 300 South
appointment. Can earn $80.00 to
4th. Phone 103.
(02c)
$125 weekly. Apply 422 Columbus
HOGLER OIL SPACE HEATERS
Ave., Paducah, Ky., Ph 32777.
ifre you warmer floor c throughu the house. Sold only by Urban APARTMENT FOR RENT 4 rooms
(012e)
Starks &
r 12th an Poplar with private bath and entrance.
e PI 1142.
(01P) Conveniently located. Furnace heat. I WISH TO THANK THE PEOphone 584-J.
02C ple of Calloway County for the
.1(3R SALE: COAL FURNACE
fine cooperation an purchasing
od stoker in excellent condition.
their dog license, Howe% er there
leo hot water tank almost new. NEW SERVICE STATION
FOR are many people who have not
. real bargain. C. E. Flrua:h. 207 tease. Located 4th and Pm.
Streets purchased their dog license yet.
rli 16th St.
(02c- in Murray, Kentucky. %rite Box I'm sure it u through neglect.
__249, Paducah. Ky., or phone Mur- This is a state law and will have
OR SALE: ICENSIORr WASHray 840-M after 6 p.m.
(05C) to be enforced to the best of our
k
machine. Excellent condition.
s
ability. We would like ta see Calinternatic time,. and dram pump)
County 100 percent in this,
..b. G. E. iron. Call 835-R. 102e- FOR RENT: LARGE ROOM. Com- loway
matter without the neiessity of i
70
fortably furnished. Priv^te bath, court action. Gaylon le.ivathan,
frTEEN PUREBREAD YORK- orivate
entrance. Aduits
One Dog Warden.
(02c.
SIRE Boars, ready to service. block from square 200 Seuth 6th
iirty Gilts of best e!oodlines. Street.
(S.30p) SPFIAL OPPER.
LIMITED TIME
'le meat type hog of the future
12 posteard size photographs and
.AELAND FARMS, H. R. Shupe,
one t..10 enlargement for only
Tip., Sedalia. Ky.
(02c$4.95. Choice of two prove- Love's
••••••••=••
IONUMENTS. SOLID GRANITE
Studio. 5'13 Pv lar.
(S30e)
:rise selection styles. sizes Call 95 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT Al TORners
Coldwater.
in
Can
grind
'e at Calloway Monument Works.
ester On, owner. Wein Main flea: crankshafts in all carts vethout re- NOTICE TO ';IFDIES: MISS
(07C1 moving engine, with a new guar- Terri Lee with her new fur coat
antee-Bursted
repaired. is on display at the Economy
blocks
PORE SPACE FOR RENT SUIT- cylinders rebored and reds align- Hardware
this week. Al. children
rile fin store or shop. Plenty ed-I have the largest auto ma- who have
a Terri Lee doll laid
arking space South 12th and chine
in Cello-ay County. away and have a ticket on the
Laze! Road. Phone 791. Night You will •ive money hy seeing tree doll
are urged to he on hoed
lone 410-R. See John Brandon. me. Truman Turner in Coldwater
for the drinking Fridoy after(02c)
(021C1 noon, October 1, at 4:00
(S30c)

I

Wells e Wri-he
Square. Mu-ray

WE THE FAMILY OF H. P.
Blankenship wish to express our
deep appre:iation for lae many
cuurtesies shown us cla.mg- the
short illness and death of an:
husband and father. Wc are especially grateful to th, nurses
and officials of Murray Hospital,
to Dr. Charles Clark anti the J.
H. Churchill funeral home. The
floral tributes and other kindnesses shown to us in ou: hour of
sorrow will always be gratefully
AutematIc controls are used widely In electric milk coolers, and may, remembered.
be wired directly to the refrigeraMrs. H. P Blankenship
tion motor. The temperature element
Blake, Macon Paul and Jane
in the cooling tank operates the motor to maintain proper milk tempera(01 p
tures.
Ele:tric heating thermostats often.
are located in milk houses to operate
electric heaters and heat lamps to
assure comfortable working temperatures without wasting electricity.

SINGER
SEWING
MACHINE
representative in
Murray.
For
Sales, Service. Repair contact Leon
Hall, 1411 Poplar, phone 1074-R. WANTED TC RENT: LY COL(012C) lege teacher a garage between
12th and 13th streets. Near college.
THAMES MADE
e0 ORDER. Call 820 after 6:30 p.m.
(S30p)

WANT '10 R,ENT I

Automatic Controls Take on Added Farm
'Chores; Here are Examples of New Uses
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrtficatton Bureau
Automatic controls are the heart
of today's "push-button" farming
operations. Without these sensitioe
and accurate electric guardians of
factors to which Nature alone holds
the key, farmers would be hardpressed to keep up with the parade
of agricultural progress.
Lets eacik at some of these "wonder workers" end see what they are

By

-77APTER T 5rE7.
-T7 NTNE
' . 2.7 carat Cl. nreseintly,
• .14;tit H otherfat'. ....r.t •P'-'1 ea, cure :voter at S'esseas donr.
• Why wre yo.' 1,13tog in, eere""
ily asked, eaern Pens: hat: .nieted
ra. -Meiele's ilownats::: pimpOil sheet that I.-et-mil...nes arid
it having a tolls* lime trying
set to tell her anything. I gut a
eating, listening to elm. that all
vas not eilitk: :easy on hoard -and
vliy aid ye
oi come
om rusting oack,
tor, yelling that Cal had come
.me au .'c 7 DM yoil know some'
none cobs the rest of US

HELEN TOPPING MILLER

kiss she had kept like a sweet and don't you?" he said sternly. In=le
acerft t.
,Pett in her lonely imagin- had no h,inintso;
ing?, h.erdirg the memory with Sorry you non • neA
l'c
beet-stie"o tragernof...;.
You .huulith"t have atsrmed sesfiet
KvPy was ti:1 talking. -Quincy me. We gut out all riche."
wasits me t
inatrua of honor. • So she shouldn't nave seoteel,
I tv:nh I coui.I gt:t out of that,
slid all that wretchedness ha.i been
have to buy a dross I don't need
for nothing! Se she shouldn't
laud can't afford, and flute won't cared at
all-was that what Gil
be able to be there. Somebody Is was
trying to get titer to her
going to have to talk Maude into
She said stiffly, "At east 1 en
plowing up at all. Maybe you can
coach Gil- get rirm to change her be glaa you got out all right,
can't
I?"
mind. Can't she see that old Myron
"We proved we could take It
Yates would be full of malicious
glee if she refused to set toot in That was the unportant thing.
his house? It would make things I'll have to appear at the inquiry;
tough for Quincy-and Yates is not that's why I have to go back Sun. t..•rin told her then of those
going to be any help to Quincy in day, Out that will be secret, IOC,
1 rect('
o ot dragging anxiety, of this
ticklish family situation. His and you never even heard of it, unle rry Kissel and the navy leak loyalties are
pretty solidly fixed." derstand? Did anyone oesides you
at had to be protected, of. the
"I wish Quincy were happier know about Kissel's uidiscreet
gnats that had failed and her own about
this marriage." Penn pulled hint,, Penn?"
s ntact • that had been removed herself
back to the present, to
She remembered then, aghast. "I
4';en Larry Kissel got called back awareness,
with difficulty. "You've told Kelly. I told ner rust tonight."
t service.
helped her more than anyone,
-Very unwise." He was reproach.
-)o wonder," Kelly remarked, Kelly."
fut. "I'll see Kelly. She has sense."
•I iist you've looked worried --and
"I'm a poor stick to help anyAnd I have none, Penn thought
emped every tame the telephone body,- Kelly sighed, and Penn saw bitterly. All that taut terror that
1. ng ?" •
what she had been ignoring too had oeen ners alone, the desperate
"Did I, Kelly? I tried not to let long, absorbed in her own prob- attempts to contact Kissel, the
.eyone see. I hoped nobody would lems, Kelly was thinner and the misery, watching
Uncle Elihu
sotice. It was bad enough to be buoyancy nad gone out of her. Her break under his own trouble, tear• wried myself without harrowing eyes were shadowed and her voice Ing the moment when fresh agonCher people, needlessly perhapa." had lately developed a tendency ies might be visited upon him, and
Kelly said: "And all this time I to tremble a little. Kelly was be- here was Gil concerned only about
a as believing that it was that ginning to falter under her burden a ieak in security measures, casu\echo's chap on your mind! I and no one was helping her. Penn ally sorry she had had a bad time!
A asn't standing around blind, there went to her quickly and put an
"If Kissel could get that stuff,
it
the hospital, you know. I arm around her shoulders.
somebody else might get it," he
ti.ought he was a nice chap."
"You're a pillar and a rock," she worried audibl y. His mood
, "He was here for a minute this declared. "We've all leaned too changed, he looked at her sideways
afternoon. He gave me this." Penn much on you, Kelly. I wish I knew with a grin.
touched Ute little medal that she some way to help you."
-Bat the way," he said, "young
lad hung around her neck.
"There's no way. All I can do Is Nichols seems to be the fair-haired
'Saint Chriiitopher. Too bad you pray." Kelly said. "Penn, take my lad with you at present. Anything
!Ain't have that a month ago. Saint advice-marry the man who loves serious in that quarter ?"
Caristopher protects travellers."
you.
, not the man you think you're
Penn quivered, uncertain, someel was so excited when Gil came manly in love with. Rufe never did how bereft. "I don't know. Marsh
en ,1 forgot to thank Marsh for love me-not unselfishly or deeply. was awfully good when I was in
leis. And I've done something else He needed somebody, and I was
the horpttal. He's-always on hand
Ceadful, Kelly. I promised Gil to kind of tonic for what ailed him when I'm In trouble. He works at
a, 0 that Winifred had flowers for when he was so dislocated after the hospital at night-while he
Christmas and I forgot."
the war. I liked being a strong finishes up his medical. He brought
• "They'd freeze tonight anyway. character, I wanted success on my me a Chrtstrna,s present today It's turning colder. We could have own. Now I'm tired of being the this medal."
tente green or a wreath sent out strong one, and all the success I've
Gil looked at IL "Picked it up
-; I'll see about it when I get back fought for nasn t brought me • in Korea, probably," he said. "A
ta town. Gil won't go out there to- thing-not a thing but trouble. lot of the kids over there wear
('....ty, anyway."
You're young, you can wait-wait them."
, "But that would be cheating, for love, Penn, for the man who
A wild crackle of anger seethed
when I forgot."
wants to do things for you."
through Penn's veins.
. "You've remembered now, and
"March Nichols was a medical
"I'll remember," Penn said so(eiristmas isn't over yet. I'll at- berly. Then, touched by Kelly's corpsman in Korea. Ile carried
(. nd to it-you can pay me hack tired voice, she said, "I'm going to wounded men down those mounI:Ler, or Gil can. I'm moving Rule drive you into town. You're tired. tains and tried to save them, not
Led Monday. You can help me keep You're not going to ride that bus to rob them. This medal came in
Maude from getting too badly up- and walk blocks. I'll borrow Aunt a jeweler's box - it was brand
set.'
new.''
Maude's car."
"Maybe she'll be calm about It
But when she had explained to
But Gil was neither ruffled not
how, Kelly, now that Gil is here." her aunt, Sitting with Gil by the amused. He laughed, but the laugh
"But he only has three days. Ile library fire, Gil insisted on going was indulgent, teasing. "Yin
his to report back Sunday. And along, foe).
needn't take my ear off, he
tile week after next Is Quincy's
"I need some cigarets anyway. chuckled. "From the sound of you,
wedding."
Nichols is the fair-haired lad."
Is Kelly ready to go?"
Three days! Could she search her
"And it doesn't matter to you.
"Sh4 has to help flute to bed,"
ecaet in three days, decide whether Penn said. "If you're going, you at all?" Penn could not keep the
any part of it belonged to Gil? won't need me along."
words back.
But what if Gil wanted no place
If he felt any surprise, he did
"Sure, come along," Gil insisted.
in it . what if all her uneasy
Penn felt oddly timorous about not betray it. Ile shrugged, and
dreams, the dread that had colored riding home. with GII, when they gave her arm a casual, brotherly
( esry moment of every day, the had left Kelly at the lonely looking pat.
•.x.tircness that had come between little house she had taken in Alex"There was some bad feeling
!ler and Marsh and was stall be- andria.
with that family, for a while," he
I '.,i've•I 111‘./11 like a drifting mist,
said.
"Did something go wrong, Ga"All on their part, as I rehad no reality at all?
member. If they're ready to foron the submarine, I mean?" •
:Th.-, I:ad been so sure that she
"What gave you that idea?" he get it, so am I. Nichols did the
i ould know, when she saw Gil asked, a trifle sharply.
decent thing when Winnie-when
again, but now that idea seemed
"Larry Kissel' heard it from all that trouble happened. I ewe
strained and Unreal, too. Gil had somebody in the Navy department. him that much. So you have r f
loaned her, it was true, hut there He came out home and told me." blessing, if that's in order, Pearem
„.
.„6i ,,,
.
1,
, tn ,ole of. the i.hr!ll nf that. • eroo know ;1:'
,Full, talk about It.
T 7r.1
aiimedk

CHICAGO IP - 'Almost 1.500
lives have been saved 'on the trt•
lion's highways durirg the firs'
eight months of 1954, the Natioire
Safety Council reported today.

his shore-going reward

rpm lovely Jan Sterling in
'r• •
Allied Artists' "REtirn Frihin'The Sea," now slaying

at the Varsity Theatre. The picture is packed with
dramatic action.

Read Today's Classifieds
CROSSWORD

The council said trefic deaths
have been reducA for eight consecutive months as coingeed te
1953. and August brought the
sherpest
cent r:
Der':e in -.le e
" ;le.
lowest :or that mynth • :
1930.
Not since ths gaso:Int rationing
AUTOMATIC

comrpots ... keep this

refrigerated storage room at
proper temperature.

doing to ease the farmer's burdens.
There is a simple, dependable control
stem which operates barn venblatem fans according to interior temperatures. They help keep barns cool
in summer by turning on fans when
the indoor temperature gets too high.
In cold weather, they automat:cally
shut off ventilation sgstems when
temperatures drop below the comfort
point foe cows.
Other controls are used in fruit
and root storage houses to provide
ventilation only when the outdoor
air IS cooler than that indoors. In
doing this, they provide maximum
cooling and eliminate the chance of
drawing warm outside air into buildings. Also, there is a combination
humidity controller and water vetIve
which operate together to add moisture to the air in egg storage rooms.
Mgt Moisture content of air is essential in such locations.

Livestock farmers, too, find that
automatic controls play an important
part in operating healing elements
to warm stock waterers. Temperature controllers have many uses on
the farm. They ...vetch over soil heating operations; keep the hot blast of
crop dryers in line, and operate motors, iseilletrie heaters and electric relays wording to temperature requireraents.
Another type of control keeps a
"weather ewe" trained for frost
which might damage orchards or
crops. When the temperature drops
suddenly, it sets off an alarm to warn
the farmer to take emergency measures. Without these and other similar
devices, the farmer, who thinks he
should be at least two men to get all
his we done, would have to divide
himsell1011,110 several more personalities to lhandle the jobs that controls
do for him automatically.

years of World Wer IT have traffic deaths been :educed in every
one of the first eight months of
arty year. the council said.
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PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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17-Falls In drops
15-Dispatched
20-A pothecau's
weight
21-Handle
23-Earthquakes
2s-Wheel of ahlp
27- Turf
2,
-Near
23- Printer's
yea sure (pI.)
30-Sly looks
31-Pastry
a

SI

31-Peeling
7.1-Stockings
27--Lifted out with
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24-1'art of face
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44-Per'h
45-Spanh-h
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1 -Transfix
2-Before
5
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'12
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saved as the
the' eight=
month toll standing at 22,780 as
sompared with 24.200 for the same
period of 1953." it said.
"There is a Leal chance now to
keep the record going for the remainder or the year," Ned H
Dearborn. couned prestiens, said
"The b,s danger now lathe tricky
•
fall season with its changing weather and earlier darkness, especially in cities."
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Making the record (ten mors
impressive was hie fact that travel
was up 3 per r.e d for the first
seven months ove • a ye:: ago.

44-Seed

47-Faroo Islande
whirlwind

NANCY

By -;rnie Bushmiller
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Neville Brand, a veteran
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the naval service, gets

Almost 1500 Are
Saved First 8
Months Of Year
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Hundreds of styles Hundreds of colors. We have the
new look in Belk's new dark tone colors, 100c-c woolens
in flannels, worsteds, solids, stripes, checks and fibarene
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Mens New Fall
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- Harvest Days Sock Values

95

Men's Sox, Fancy and Plaids

Mens New Vali

ONE SIZE NYLON

THUI
•THE
ir
starrin
Barba
George

PORT COATS

New Fall Materials and Colors

2 prs. $1.50

ARGYLES, 12 colors
New Nylon and

$55m

59c

Cotton

MEN'S

SPORT SOX .. . . 39c or 3 prs. $1.00

Long
Rer!ult and Shorts
,

Men's Archdale

- Neck Sweaters

1 pr. 59c

$5.95

Rayon - Cotton - Fancy - Solid

•

FAL
, L SPOES

$7.95

. . . . S5.95 to

HARVEST VALUES

Tan
Charcoal
Mack

taaal Bri2ge.atild Masterbilt
OtS .

14\
s.

NEW FALL

S10.95

SHIRTS

Mens New Fall Latest Styles

WEYENBERG SHOES
•

S13.95

an=

MEN'S TIES
Bowties

non

Washable Airman Neck Sizes and Sleeve Lengths

All New Fail Colors $1 & $1.5U

GABARDINE SPORT SHIRTS
$4.95

S. S1.00

Regular-Long-Extra .Loside

•=i

BONAIRE DRESS SHIRTS
$1.98

UNN ,BUSH SHOES S16.95-S17.95

PAJAMAS.
S2.95 and S3.9601

ma

White or Pastel

g aim& Fall Styles-Colors

•
Mens Long Sleeve Broadcli
Solids anc! Fancy):

1?

Loni Sleeve Wool and Nylon

SPORT or ANCY SOX 2 for $1.00
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GRIFFON SUITS

Men's Archdale Plaid

• Maids, Tweeds. Checks and Flannels
t•
New D-irk Toies and Whites

FRIDA
"ES4
FOI
with \
Ele

1 pr. 79c

MEN'S NEW FALL

Men's Heavy Knitted Neckband
•'s

MENS

.

NEws.rt..4,

Mens

FELT BM
By Friercilitn'.
•
-

•

•

Fruit-Of-The-Loom

5.

Underwear

a

Solid Color Long Sleeve-Red, Black, White

TURTLE NECK POLO SHIRTS
$1.98
Solid Colors, Turtle Neck-Gray, Black, White

MAGIC SHIRTS
$2.95

$1.00
59c or 2 for $1.00

2-Tones and Rayon Plaids

Long Sleeve Gabardine Shirts
$2.95 and $3.95
Pinwale,

Athletic and Boxer

•VitaPsistant.

SHORTS
69c

54

Long Sleeve Sport Shirts

FANCY RAYONS & GABARDINES
$1.98

Good Assor!ropott.,,

BRIEFS
69c

Champ I

SPORT SHIRTS
Combed Cotton and Sanforized Washable
$4.95
Archdale

4

,A:I

UNDERSHIRTS
49c

0

Washable-6 Colors To Choose

Long Sleeve Corduroy
$3.95 and $4.95

From

Shirts

Cotton Plaid

Athletic

S7.50

Others

Fit Any Size 34 to SO

• Wat'er Repellant
RegCar or

WHITE T-SHIRTS

Fab-U-Gab, Machine Washable

SPORT

SHIRTS

Smooth Velvety, Truly a Fabulous

$3.95

Fabric
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. ''He was here ft
iirternoon. He gavi
"pouched the little
Said hung around
i -Saint Christopt
illidn't have that a i
1 piristopher protec
I was so excite
VI j forgot to ti
And I've don,
d:cadful, Kelly. I
ir: that Winifred
hristmas and I f
' "They'd freeze
s turning colder
ore green or a
ii see about It
to town. Gil won't
i day. anyway."
; -But that wou
: rhen I forgot."
, t "You ye remem
rarlstmaa isn't o
i it nd to it--you ci
I kiier, or Gil can. 1
i
t Monday. You (
i /tau& from gettil

l

• "Maybe she'll t
bow, Kelly, now t
% "But he only ha
has to report ha,
the week after t
ivedding."
• Three days! Cou
!wart in three day:
( duly' part of it b
But what if Gil '
. in it - what if
'reams, the dread
ivory moment of
tin.urcness that hi
jay:. and Marsh a
tween them like
Lad no reality at
She had been I
00111d Know, wh,
again, but now t
strained and unrt
I..rised hoe, it wa5

•

•
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Hero Gets His Reward

[Female Help Wanted'
HELP WANTED: BEAT'TY Operator. Phone 1001 or apely at 103
North 5th Street. 'Jean's Beauty

F—Tifrnted

NATIONAL HOMES PACEMAKER
Wri'he Stud. So. Side
on display. 2-3-4 Bedroom Homes.
SERVICES OFFERED I Square. Mu-ray
(07C) WANTED:
Down payments Start at 8350. EligONE GO TWO ROOM
SALE: TWO ROW CORN FOR ,tENT: THREE
apt. Must be close to College. Call
ible
F.
H.
A.
Loans
Built in MurBOOM UN
PHOTOGRAPHY
WELIS AND RID YOUls HOME OF TERMITES Hex Alexander at Health Building
iler, good as new, universal furnished apartment,
twe screened ray and Surrounding Areas. CalWrather Studio. gout'. Side Squa-e. and uisects Expert wore
ith. T. 0. Turner.
(01p) in
CIC-1
porches,
private
entrance. vert Construction Corp. 200 E.
(01p)
Murray. reaone 143d
(07C) ell or *se Sam Kelley
(tfe)
Downstairs. Call 1374-J.
MM.
(01e) 14th St., Benton, Ky., phene 2662.
'
CiR SALE: USED CONVENTION(02cWE THE FAMILY
'
H. P.
e washers, $25.00 and up-Used
SINGER
SEWING
MACHINE
Blankenship wish to express our
etrigeraturs. $49.95 and up- Seve- FOR RENT: FURNISHED APARTrepresentat
ive
in
Murrey.
For
deep appreeration for 1ae many
ment. Downstairs. Fureace heat. ESTABLISHED FULLER BRUSH
it to choose from.
Sales, Service, Repair contacteLeon
courtesies shown us clueing the
ivy's Furniture and Appliances. Private bath at 304 South 4th St. route available in M:ray for
WANTED
TC
RENT:
Hall,
1411
Poplar,
LY
COL- short illness and death
phone 1074-R.
married man with car. Work by
of our
(02c( See Mrs. B. F Berry alt :300 South
appointment. Can earn $80.00 to
(012C) lege teacher a garage between husband and father. Wc .are es4th. Phone 103.
(02c(
12th
and
15th
streets. Nor college.
$125 weekly. Apply 422 Columbus
ItGLER OIL SPACE MATERS
pecially grateful to the nurses
7RAMES
MADE
jO
ORDER. Call 820 after 6:30 p.m.
(S30p) and
ite you warmer floors throughAve., Paducah, Ky., Ph 32777.
officials of Murray Hospital,
ut the house. Sold only by Urban APARTMENT FOR REN'T 4 rooms
(012c)
to Dr. Charles Clerk arid the J.
..Starks
r 12th ra Poplar with private bath and entralice.
H. Churchill funeral flame. The
td P). 1142.
(OP) Conveniently located. Firmace heat. I WISH- TO THANK THE PEofloral tributes and other kindphone 584-J.
ple
of
Calloway
County for the
02C
nesses shown to us in ou: hour of
OR SALE: COAL FURNACE
fine cooperation an
purchasing
sorrow will always - be gratefully
rid stoker in excellent condition.
By
IRA
MILLER
Automatic
controls
are used widetheir dog license. Howe%er there
Farm Electrification Bureau
ly in electric milk coolers, and may , remembered.
leo hot water tank almost new. NEW SERVICE STATION
FOR are many people who have not
Automatic controls are the heart be wired directly to the refrigera:real bargain. C. E. Reua,h, 207 ,ease. Located 4th
and Plii. Streets purchased their dog license yet. of today's "push-butto
Mrs. H. P. Blankenship
n" farming tion motor. The temperature element
18th St.
(02c- in Murray, Kentucky. %rite Box I'm sure it 13 threugh
Blake. Macon Paul and Jane
neglect. operations. Without these sensitive in the cooling tank operates the moand accurate electric guardians of tor to maintain proper milk temperaOR SALE: KENMORE WASH- 249, Paducah. Ky.. or phone Mur- This is a state law and will have factors
(,01p
to which Nature alone holds ture&
(05C) to be enforced to the best of our
,k machine. Excellent condition. ray 640-M after 6 p.m.
key,
the
farmers
would
be
hardEle:tric
heating
ability.
We wauld like ti see Calthermostats often
oecmatic
end drain pumpi
pressed to keep up with the parade are located in milk houses
to operate
loway County 100 percent in this
,Itto G. E. iron. Call 635-R. 102cof agricultural progress.
electric heaters and heat lamps to
FOR RENT: LARGE ROOM. Com- Matter without the net eesity of
Let's look at some of these "won- assure comfortable working
temperafortably furnished. Priv7tc bath. court action. Gaylon Teevathan, der workers" and see what they
are tures without wasting electricity.
TEEN PUREBREAD
YORK- private
entrance,
Aduits
One Dog Warden.
(02eHIRE Boars, ready 10 service. block from square 200 Feeiuth 6th
Wily Gilts of best `-ih.odlines. Street.
(S30p) SPP7IAL OrrER. LIMITED
TIME.
'4e meat type hog of the future
12 posteard size photographs and
AKLAND FARMS, H. B. Shupe,
CHICAGO 'IP
- 'Almost 1,500
one L .10 enlargement fer onAy
-pp.. Sedalia. Ky.
i 02clives have been saved on the me.
$4.95. Choice of two proof:' Love's
tion's highways durirg the firs'
T9NUMENTS. SOLID GRANITk
Studio, 5'13 Pe, der.
(S30e)
eight months of 1954, the Nations'
'se selection styles. sizes Call 35 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT Al TUR•
Safety Council reported today.
Coldwater. Cen
grind
.e at Calloway Monument Works. ners in
ester On, owner, Wet,-t Main new crankshafts In all cars vithout re- NOTICE
TO
''':fr-DIES:
The council said traffic deaths
MISS
moving engine, with a new guar- Terri Lee with her new
clege•
have been reducad for eight confur coat
(07C)
antee-Bursted
blocks
repaired, is on display at the Econome
secutive months as compared tc
YORE SPACE FOR RENT. SUIT- cylinders rebored and rrds alignHardware this week. At children
1953, and August brought the
(01 store u m shop. Plenty ed-I have the largest auto ma- who
have a Terri Lee doll laid
shzrptst
ark,ng apace South 12th and chine a .op in Callo. sty County. away
and have a ticket on the
cent r•dustfre
ezel Road. Phone 711
Night You will •-eve money )-.y seeing free doll are urged
to be on hand
lone 410-R. See John Brandon. me. Truman Turner in Culdwater for the
De :s in
t t '7( ", lio.
drawing Fridey after(02e,
lowest far that month
(021C) noon. October 1, at 4:00
1950.
(S30c)
Not since th.•:. gaso:in rationing

FOR SALE

)

FOR RENT

'MR

WANT f0 RENT

oe

Automatic Controls Take on Added Farm
'Chores; Here are Examples of New Uses

Neville Brand, a veteran....1 the naval service, gets
his shore-going reward .frpm lovely Jan Sterling in
. .._-li - v.' •
Allied Artists' "Retirn
FOrn-!The Sea," now Playing
•
at the Varsity Theatre. Tile- picture
is packed with
dramatic action.

Almost 1500 Are
Saved First 8
Months Of Year

NOTICE—

j

„...,OLLO
W
igy

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS .. ,keep

th 1.
proper temperature,

HELEN TOPPING MILLER

. •
1.-1
11111
1
1
111rIa 1.
lSg.-1 .
0 1148.1ay asphiles.CarsarrOatts. Isa twelparii

ivi.m7.-r7

Zee rare la‘dau
a

doIng to ease the farmer's burdens.
There us a simple, dependable control
sgatem sehich operates barn ventilation fans seconding to interior temperatures. They help keep barns cool
in summer by turning on fans when
the indoor temperature gets too high.
In cold weather, they automatically
shut off ventilation sestems when
temperatures drop below the comfort
point for cows.
Other controls are used in fruit
and root storage houses to provide
ventilation only when the outdoor
-air is cooler than that indoors. In
doing this, they provide maximum
cooling and eliminate the chance of
drawing warm outside air into buildings. Also, there is a combination
humidity controller and water velve
which operate together to add moisture to the air in egg storage rooms.
High Moisture content of air is essential in such locations.

i,.1 •

ge room at

Livestock farmers, too, find that
automatic controls play an important
part in operating heatene elements
to warm stock waterers. Temperature controllers have many uses on
the farm. They watch over soil heating operations: keep the hot blast of
crop dryers in line, and operate motors, Arne heaters and electric relays according to temperature requirements.
Another type of control keeps a
"weather eye" trained for frost
might damage orchards or
Cr0
When the temperature drops
sud
, it sets off an alarm to warn
the
en to take emergency measures. Without these and other similar
devices, the farmer, who thinks he
should be at least two men to get all
his
done, would have to divide
him
several mere persouelities to handle the jobs that controls
do for him automatically.

years of World Wix II have traffic deaths been :educed in every
one of the first eight months of
any year. the council said.

GRRR

Read Today's Classifieds
CROSSWORD

PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

ACROSS
riltbeniuni
31—Feeling
14—Stocking5
nri—Pludes.
27--Lifted out Citlt
ladle
73—Part of face
ris-cest Vote
4U-Opeh space in
'good
42-Songs

1—For.die
4—M unto.
direci
hi—l%/rk at
12—Anger
13— Ranted
14—Fish eglifn
IS—Approaching
17—Falls In drums
19-1)ispatche'l
20—A pot heca.'y's
tveight
21—Handle
:3—Earthquakes
26—Whael of ship
27—Turf
2,—Near
29—Printer's
niensure (pl.)
30—Sly in is,
31—Pastry
3

EThfiTTE-7, , 12 A S,P
CLEAVE' LE,eu
el
A
CE
ierNI N R
RiA P

I

6

7

9

3—Spiny flower
head.
4—Publish
S— Rase
6-1:rce on
7—Conipasa point
a—Speak to
9—Music' first
10—(_'ut off
11—Affirmative
In—Paper measure
18--Male sheep
44•LS20—Arrange In
folds
21—At that place
(Inc of founders
of Rome
22—Lock of hair
_4—Lift
25—Spirited horse
27—Hereditary
factors
30—Petts with
small
31—Pruned tree
73 Declared
74—Sleeting room
26-11Is sive

10

ne

-24

MI 27

32

RUM

„ min
30 •
4

r ,53

•I..„,

25

161aU
ev ilUU

. 3,
4Ua

r

35

UUUU

37—Expels t‘
force
39—Time 'or
4n—Small or.
41—Fs1sehnew1
42—Neckplece
43—liatdee

MC

48
4,
6
59
w6±
4c

7

wee

=•47:

Ore1
;
co
ES P
SLE.ET

'5

r

•

NK

hi

4i—Perrh
ell—Spanish for
'river"
49—Footlike part
SO—Chairs
41—Conitunsed
moisture
DOWN
1 -Transtlx
2 -- f.,re
5

12
In2trs,te,42* iive,.404 keen
saved as the iesUlt, war the eightmonth toll standing at 22,780 a.
.7-ompared with 24.200 for the same
period of 1953," it said.

, Cl'APTEF,
NTNIC
kLas she had kept like a sweet and don't you?" Le said elevate'. E2Milel
*.p.r..:;.': ca.ra) tf• t.,
eisiintly, secri- t tefren in her lonely imagin- had no li.iiincag
014.110.,tt
efferght Rutherfate einee.t tee cog- ing, heardirg lie nicaiory with Sorry you had a nest otrue,
-There is a Leal chance now to
•-•e.
Cc, cisme :spider at !tons's door. helf-esie"e ettgcrr.o25.
keep the record going ft r the reYou ehouldrie have •,
.,rrierd sitotst
K,l'y was still talking. "Quincy me. We gut out wit right....
mainder or the year." Ned 11
• Why are yet. hiding in. !1,.r.,":"
<icily saltel, wi.on Pent: had invited w:itiu me to be inalmn of honor. • Su she shouldn't nave wisteed.
Dearborn, courrel presiJeris. said
w::,h i curl: I get out of that.
ia. "Iielete's ilownst•':: .b...ffn ki"The big danger now lathe tricky
arid all that wretchedness roul been
Olt Illx•r-t tr..: sed-rnselne. and tutee La buy a dress I don't need for nothing! So she shouldn't rAV2
•
and
can
t afford, and flute won't cared
fell season with its changing wea•I'e having a tough time trying
at all-was that what .1i1
be
able
to
be
there. Somebody is was trytng tO get
let to tell her anything. I got a
ther and earlier darkneee, especi(;)‘..2r to tier?
'iieling, listening to Met, that all going to have to talk Maude into
ally in cities."
She said stiffly, "At east 1
;showing
up
at
all.
Maybe
you can
vrs not quite rosy on hoard -and
be glad you got out All right,
eaten
Gil-get
him
te
change
her_
Making the record c‘rn more
silty did you :yens rusting .rack.
ennO ?"
Aar, yelline that Gil had come mind. Can't she see that old Myeon
impressive was the fact that travsl
"We proved we could take It
Imre au .'c'? letil you know some Yates would be full of malicious
was up 3 per ce it for the first
h•• e nerie of the rest of us glee if she refused to set toot in That was the•unportant thing. Nil
seven months ove a ye.. ago.
I'll have to appear at the inquiry;
his
house?
It
would
make
things
3
tough for Quincy-and Yates is not that's why I have to go back SunNANCY
:i'etin told her then of those
going to be any help to Quincy in day, out that will be seeret, toe,
reeks of dragging anxiety, of
and
never
you
even
heard
of it, unthis ticklish family situation. His
e.
ierry Kissel and the navy leak
loyalties are pretty solidly fixed." derstand? Did anyone besides you
arit had to be protected, of the
know
about
indiscreet
Kissel's
"I wish Quincy were happier
als that had failed and her own about
CLIMB
THAT
this marriage." Penn pulled hints, Penn?"
ntact that had been removed
herself back to the present, to
rtimembered then, aghast '1
She
POLE
dihen Larry Kissel got called back awareness, with difficulty. -You've told Kelly. told ner
I
past tonight." .
service.
helped her more than anyone,
"Very unwise." He u as reproach.
i "No wonder," Kelly remarked, Kelly."
ful. "I'll see Kelly. She has sense."
'that you've looked worried -and
"I'm • poor stick to help anyAnd I have none, Penn thought
;limped every time the telephone body," Kelly sighed, and Penn saw bitterly. All that taut terror that
rang"
what she bid been ignoring too had oeen ners alone, the desperate
"Did I, Kelly? I tried not to let long, absorbed in ner own prob- attempts to contact Kissel, the
ienyone see. I hoped nobody would lems, Kelly was thinner and the misery, watching
Uncle Elihu
qotice. It was bad enough to be buoyancy had gone out of her. Her break under his own trouble, teareorried myself without harrowing eyes were shadowed and her voice ing the moment when fresh agon*her people, needlessly perhaps." had lately developed a tendency ies might tie visited upon him, and
' Kelly said: "And all this time I to tremble a little. Kelly was be- here was Gil concerned only about
-aa believing that it was that ginning to falter under her burden a leak in security measures, casuNichols chap on your mind! I and no one was helping her. Penn ally sorry she had had a bad time!
Wasn't standing around blind, there went to her quickly and put an
-If Kissel could get that stuff,
"tiosomesents.„_iseseeow.... eineggew.
-er""let.veLeDr the hospital, you know. 1 arm around her shoulders.
somebody else might get it," he
ttiought he was a nice chap."
eEre.e.r.erfeeef
"You're a pillar and • rock," she worried audibl y. His mood
irrser
• "He was here for a minute this declared. "We've all leaned too changed, he looked at her sideways
difternoon. He gave me this." Penn much on you, Kelly. I wish I knew With • grin.
Iii.' ABNER
ruched tlae little medal that Ahe some way to help you."
"By the way," he said, "young
*ad hung around her neck.
"There's no way. All I can do Is Nichols seems to be the fair-haired
F'ERCt
AH AIN'T NO NAN,
DO THIc1K
, "Saint Christopher. Too bad you pray." Kelly said. "Penn, take my lad with you at present. Anything
WOLVES.F.r-AN'
MANI. AH IS
I4E'S TIDLN.St didn't have that a month ago. Saint advice-marry the man who loves serious In that quarter?"
HE
NANDLES
MERELY
IS!
Christopher protects travellers.you, not the man you think you're
Penn quivered, uncertain, some'EM -LIKE
WOrrattiv
N/A RS
. ,t-I was so excited when Gil came manly In love with. flute never did how bereft. "I don't know. Marsh
THEY
WAS
Li I forgot to thank Marsh for love me-not unselfishly or deeply. was awfully good when I was in
OLDIs. And I've done something else He needed somebody, and I was a the hospital. He's-always on hand
RABBITS!!
cfedfue Kelly. I promised Gil to kind of tonic for what ailed Wm when I'm in trouble, lie works at
..• that Winifred had flow(ra for when he was so dislocated After the hospital at night-while he
hrIstmas and I forgot."
the war. I liked being • strong finishes up his medical. He brought
• "They'd freeze tonight anyway. character, I wanted success on my me a Christmas present today s turning colder. We could have own. Now I'm tired of being the this medal."
tome green or a wreath sent out strong one, and all the success I've
Gil looked at it, "Picked it up
I.-I'II see about It when I get back fought tor nasn t brought me a in Korea, probably," he said. "A
to town. Gil won't go out there to- thing-not a thing but trouble. lot of the kids over there wear
day. anyway."
You're young, you can walt-wait them."
; -But that would be cheating, for love, Penn, for the man who
A wild crackle of anger seethed
tvhen I forgot."
wants to do things for you."
through Penn's veins.
r . "You've remembered now, and
"I'll remember," Penn said so"March Nichols was a medical
thristmas isn't Over yeL I'll at- berly. Then, touched by Kelly's corpsman in Korea. Ile carried
tend to it--you can pay me back tired voice, she said, Wm going to wounded men down those mounlater, or Gil can. I'm moving Rufe drive you into town. You're tired. tains and tried to save them, not
, pot Monday. You can help me keep You're not going to ride that bus to rob them. This medal came in
i allude from getting too badly up- and walk blocks. I'll borrow Aunt a jeweler's box - it was brand
' tet..7
Maucles car."
new."
ABBIE an' SLATS
• "Maybe she'll be calm about It
But when she had explained to
But Gil was neither ruffled not
how, Kelly, now that Gil is here." her aunt, sitting with Gil by the amused. He laughed, but the laugh
"But he only has three days. tie library fire, Gil Insisted on going was
indulgente teasing. "Yoe
igi
AP') VA HOI
gEirMr
HARD
i
717rrig
WI-IA'? A STRANGF
has to report back Sunday. And along, too.
Alet.
needn't take my ear off, he
CCX.I..Z.") 3LiST THAT YOU
the week after next is Quincy's
I'LL BET... I'LL BET
"I need some cigarets anyway. chuckled. "From the sound of you,
'est
Yal:
0-BYE,
vsrivr
MIL C PASSIN'
wedding."
Nichols is the fair-haired lad."
WITH SOME CLOTi4FS
' Is Kelly ready to go?"
St`... ( Ath;r:•!NThree days! Could she search her
"She has to help Elute to bed,"
"And it doesn't matter to you,
AND A , ITTLE SOAP
SFiCULD 'fU BE
heart in three days, decide whether Penn said. "If you're going, you at all?" l'enn could not keep the
AND 'ft* Elk SHE'D
P#•=,SIN'
any part of It belonged to Gil? won't need me along."
words back.
Biz
TE
le
13iit what if Gil wanted no place
If he felt any surprise, he did
"Sure, come along," Gil Insisted.
ATTRACTIVE
0
in it - what if all her uneasy
Penn felt oddly timorous about not betray IL Ile shrugged, and
drcanis, the dread that had colored riding home. with Gil, when they gave her arm a casual, brotherly
i eery moment of every day, the had left Kelly at the lonely looking pat.
nn.urcness that had come between little houee she had taken in Alex
"There was some bad feeling
her and Marsh and was still be- andria.
with that family, for a while," he
twee.1 them like a drifting mist,
said.
"Did something go wrong. Gil"All on their part, as I rehad no reality at all?
member. It they're ready to foron the submarine, I mean?"
She had been so sure that she
"NN'hat gave you that idea?" he get it, so am L Nichols did the
it ould icncnv, when she saw Gil asked,• trifle sharily.
decent thing when Winnie-when
again, but now that Idea seemed
"Larry Kissell heard It from all that trouble happened. I ewe
.drained and unreal, too. Gil had somebody In the Navy department. him that much. So you have r
i. toted hoe, it was true, hut there He Came out borne an. told me." blessing, it that's in order, Penn,"
r,'Tie r'it. tho thrill of that • "Yett know I clist't
(7'1 7?"!
talk about it
4masis
L.
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor.
... Phone 55 or 694-W-3
11r. and lIrs Baar
Present Program
It llpha Meeting

'Club News Activate
Weddings Locals

Engagement Announced

Those attending were: Mrs. Olt
Watson. Mr. nad Mrs. Virgil Walston. Mr and Mrs W. gt Walston
and Children, Rob. Jr.. and Sharon. Mr. Max Walston Mr. and
Mrs Johnny Gus Walston and

:he stew rernerrta pre‘irlett
I :•n the world nraanass aa
th.
ionip.srIA -rn betwe▪
n-•-erei,s
fdtriiv windanne
errr#
th, mor
•.nd re naT grawth

daughter. Frances Ann Mr. and
Mrs Henry Burkeen. Mis Oman
Jackson and daughters, Peggy and
Datna. Mr. and Mrs. Gavlon Trevathan and children. Gray, Charlotte. Pat. and Jamie. Mr and Mrs

Mss
Ca,aahin zed Mrs
W,yre
were .presdn'ed
^:1 w(1ro -rdd as tn-As: rrhtrrilders
The
z-hisrrn.sr.,. Mi.- .
Sud•_er nr• •;entr.iid Mr. an"
.
•
R :herr- X 11 r wt,i furnish •
v.
masica, pragran7.r t 1.• s dnirie

s

Walston Reunion Is
Held At The Murray
City Park Sunday
The family of Mrs. 04: Walston
met at the City Park' Sunday,
September 26, for a family reunion. A delicious basket dinner
was spread at the noon hour.

Then- Alpha asDenart rent or .-th•
vriirry Waman's Club held .•
nrst rr,set,ng of the new el:
vf
on Friday eveniras at s • -•v
niock at the club a
at a Edwin Larson, chairs-,

The flairs rre,e-te-1
cram
t•st- .-, etrts "Fte

Mrs. Collis Hudson (;uest Speaker For The
Joint DAR Luncheon Held Here Saturday

Bob Miles. Mr and Mrs Rowell
Thurman and daughter". Annette
and Nancy. Miss Janiec Park-r,
Mr and Mrs. Jim Walston and
son. Edward Jones. Mr. ar.d Mrs.
Tom Walston and son, Larry. Mr.

pr -

minded th,•• f•••:".•-t•inr
Hans,numbers • 11.74 Thu
Isv Pials. "S`a -ars sf thr res.. arra
wesriz 1 . _7'•
hv Vlarsalla.

and Mrs. Jack Dodd and
Thomas, Bobby. and Billy.
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and returned by way of the
Atlantic Coast arriving home September 25. Enroute th-y visited
Mrs J. W Hirst of St. Fetersburg
and Mr and Mrs. Jim NIVIMIQE1 of
Miami
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Mr and Mrs. Johnny Walker
have returned from a vacation in
Florida. They left September 16
going by way of the Gulf Coast

•

r B.

Miss Eloise

FRIDAY
and SAT.

in "SHERIFF
OF SUNDOWN"

and Mrs Rheda Oury.

RUPERT

E.

STIVERS, D.S.C.

CHIROPODIST (Foot Specialist)

-—
Uri]

Opening of his Practice
October 4 at 105 N. 4th Street

Announces

he

„IP

(Next To Ledger and Times)
Phone 225
Office Open On

Mondays, Wednesdays,

and Fridays

1••

Xffiliated with Dr. Earl Stivers and Dr. Stanley
Stivers of Paducah, Ky.
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JEAN SIMMONS
RORY CALHOUN
STEPHEN McNALLY
BRIAN AHERNE

THEATRE

111104 to

slake Ow
Beautiful
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- Focial Calendar - I
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The more cars we sell, the better deal we can
make with you.So with our tremendous volume
right now, we can offer you more money as an
allowance. That means we're passing our success
on to you where it counts—in the fewer dollars
you pay for this dazzling new Buick.

Sterling

Not everybody in

and Max Terhune

and

son, and Mary Russell Williams
Va, r- wni,•• M•= Ka% •rd Olila

Cu..,,

TECHNICOLOR

COLUMBIA
PICTURE

LAST TIMES TONIGHT
Jan Sterling and Neville Brand
in "RETURN FROM THE SEA"

Ammeamomumrammimr

You can't beat success in an automobile for proof of value.

with

PLUS

noto Aral aM••••••••••••••••

Granville Phillips oi Springfield, Ohio, Mis. Richard Forretl.

MURRAY
Drive-In

of
The Jessie Lud WICK C
le Woman's Association of the
:allege Presbyterian Charch will
meet with MISS Marion Crawford
at Lytm Grove at two-thirty
a'clock.

ALLAN "Rocky" LANE

Linda

mitring talk about the D.A.R. affairs and projects. Win the aid
of pictures she had those present
visualize the progress made during
theipast year. She braught out that
the object of the D.A.R work is
net to honor those who have gone
on as we should not live in the
past but in the present She stressed the fact that the D.A.1: work is
educational as well as historical..
"There 'Is", she said. " a 'fertile
field in the children of a return
for the teaching of Arriercan principles and there is no more stirs
way to appreaiate Amer:can Democracy than to study and understand
the origin and
growth.
Should the spirit of freedom .die
in the world our nation should na
longer survive. We must see that
this spirit is kept alive for AmerMrs. Kimsey, presided and in- icanism is the hope of the
world."
troduced the state chaisman of
Attendance from the he's ChanAmericanism. Mrs. Thomas Briles ters was as follows: ,
of the Padu:ah Chapter, who gave
Paducah:
Mesdames
Kirlssey,
the D.A.R. Ritual and led in the
salute to the flag and the D.A.R. Thomas Briles. Virginia Hart, WI'
Wilson, Charlotte Shroat, Hollia
Salute.
Following the luncheon Mrs. Woodyard, Inez Hart, Neva BuckHoward Olila with Mrs. Richard ley. Robert Croy, M R Williams.
Farrell accompanying was intro- As Benson, A. Whitnen, Grace
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Ross and Barnes, Wilcox, Mabel Mitchell
chidren, Virginia and Jimmy; were and Mary Bennett.
Murray: Mesdames, Dsvine, EJ
called to Murray Tuesday night
due to the critical illness of Mr
Ross's father. Mr. 0. A. Boss. who
is a patient at the Mur.ay Hospital.
duced by Mrs. Kirksey and sane
the following numbers: "Morning"
by Oley Speaks, "Oh. What can
the matter be"-an Enal,sh Folk
tune, and 'Think on me- by Aliscia Scott that delighted her audienc?_
After this the presiding officer THURSDAY & FRIDAY
introduced Mrs. Hudson. state re"SAADIA"
gent of the Kentuaky Society of
with Cornel Wilde
the Daughters of the American
She
Revolution from Pikeville
SATURDAY
brought greetings from the Hop"THE YELLOW SKY"
kinsville Chapter whose members
with Gregory Peck
were unable to attend.
Mrs. Hudson presented an ir

•••••••• a••• ••••

Allison

Mr. and Mrs. Winfr...cl Allison of Murray announce
the eng4gement of their daughter, Eloise. to Mr. Darwin Lee. son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee of Hardin.
The bride-elect was graduated from Murray High
School. She is presently employed by the Varsity Theatre.
Mr. tee was graduated from Hardin High School
and is now serving in the 811th Air olice Squadron
statianrd at Turner Air Base. Albany. Georgia.
The wedding will be 31ernnized Sunday, October 24,
at two o'clock in the afternoon at the Hardin Methodist
Church.

CAPITOL

The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution had thelf September 25th meeting with ths- Paducah
Chanter in attendance at the Woman's Club at 12:30 p.m. with a
luncheon. Mrs. Foreman Graham
was in charge of arrangements
The table looked attractive with
seasonable flowers furnished by
E J. Beale and Mrs. Wells
Purdom.
Mrs. 7ohn Kirkscy. regent of the
Paducah Chapter and Mrs. Roy
Devine. regent of the Captain Wendell Oury Chanter escorted Mrs.
Collis Porter Hudson, the state
regent, to the sneaker's table. Mrs.
W. P. Roberts of the Murray Chaoter entertained Mrs Hudson while
she was here

I
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Real', Foreman ilrshant W.
Roberts. W. S. Swann, J. D. Pe'er-
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So take a look at the national sales figures and you find
this fact: Buick today is outselling all other cars in
America—regardless of price class—except two of the
so-called "low-price three." And when )•ou lock
at the "tomorrow" styling of this glamorous beauty—
when you try it for VS power,for room,for comfort,for
ride—and when you check its low delivered price—
you have all the reasons for Buick's soaring success.

Want to get the
on
e
Top ik11ncCar?
your present

LAST TIMES TONIGHT
& Times but nearly
"NEW FACES"
everybody reads it.
Eartha Kitt and Ronny Graham.
411MOMMOMMI11111.1111111.111W.

•

•

•

SINGER Floor Samples
and Demonstrators

•

Want to be
sure of a
High Resale
Value?

Here's the opportunity you've been waiting for
-a chance to buy a beautiful built-to-last
SINGER Sewing Machine, world's favorite for
_over a century-at a great saving! These
Machines are good as new but are selling at
costs far lower than the'cost when new. See
for yourself! This is a sale you won't want to miss!

styling that's bound to stay fresh and new-looking
for years.-It's what the other cars will come to in the
future.So you can be sure that you'll trade high
later when you're ready to resell the Buick you buy
right now.Come in and make the buy of the year
find you're way ahead now— and at
in Buick.
trade-in time Nvell in the future.
MILTON HIDE STARS
FOR BUICK-

Now* the 6000 your buy
to mak.

becous°

1411

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

CARL ARVIN

Poplar

Benton —

4

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY

103 W. 7th St.

Murray — Phone 1074-R
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Limited Number - First Come, First Served
LEON HALL
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Buick today is graced with modern beauty—year-ahead

Phone 7621

607 to 609 Maple St.

Murray, Ky.
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